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This study tries to answer two questions in the area of 
publisher activity in editorial decision -rnak i ng: ( i ; the 
patterns of publisher’s ac t i v i t i es i n ed i tor i a. 1 dec i s i on-raak i ng 
and (2) factors affecting editors7 perceptions of such 
activities.
A survey .was conducted in June and July 1935 of 193 editors 
of 14 commercial Chinese~languagg newspapers in Hong Kong. A 52 
per cent return rate was achieved.
For patterns of publisher’s activities, this study has 
found that publishers, as perceived by editors, tend to 
intensify their activities in non ~rou.t i r.e situations, compared 
with their activities in routine situations. Morever, 
publishers are perceived to be more actively involved in news 
^ contents affecting their newspapers’ advertising revenues,
contradi ct i ng their political views, or damaging their other 
business interests.
For measurement of factors affecting editors’ perceptions
of such ac t ivi'ties, three k i n d s o f i n d e p a n d e n c. v a r i ab 1 es ~ 
editors’ occupational ro les, socialization in the news 
organization and editors5 assessment of publisher - are used. 
Org n ization a l structure and editors’ media experience are 
treated as the intervening variables, Chi-square test results 
indicate that there are no statistical!/ significant relation­
ships between dependent and independent variables. Mor- do 
organ i zat i anal structure and edicor •s media experience have any 
intervening effect or. these r e 1 at i onsh i ps .
This survey concludes that editorial decisions seem in many 
ways similar to those observed in other business organizations. 
As such, those w i t h au. t h c r i t y w q u Id b e p e rcei v ed to com m and the 
legitimacy of offering their suggestions or- guidelines.
As questions are presented i n a hypothetical matter, future 
research is advised to use case studies and projective methods 
so as to avoid the sensitivity of the issues involved.
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When this researcher sat at the panel interview for
admission to the graduate program in communication offered by
the Chinese University of Hong Kong in 1983, he was asked by
one of the panelists this question: Why do you wish to enrol
in this program since you have been doing so well in your
journalistic career?
At that time, this researcher had already had five years of
experience in journalism, including three years with a radio
station and two years with a newspaper. At the latter
organization, he was promoted to a supervisory post as News
Editor and Assistant to the publisher. This researcher was then
the youngest among the news editors in the local media. He had
done quite well in terms of pay and position. His decision to
pursue further academic study surprised most of his friends;
while, to him, it was just inevitable.
During the past five years as a working journalist, he came
across many questions which he could not answer and saw a lot of
things which he was unable to explain. For instance, when he
was with the local radio station, he had a story about the
number of people living in squatter areas, and the figure he
came up with was surprisingly much higher than the official one.
Unfortunately, this would-be headline story was trimmed down by
his editor to a modicum. At a Chinese newspaper, when this
researcher reported the Government's intention to regulate
cigarette advertising, that story was never published. The
chief editor explained that the publisher would not like to see
in his newspaper any story harmful to his cigarette advertisers.
He later found out that the publisher had never given such an
instruction and that it was merely the editor's perception of
the publisher's intention. The case reminded this researcher of
Harold Evans of the London Sunday Times. Evans was told by Denis
Hamilton, the chief editor, that the newspaper's publisher would
not like to see the Sunday Times support the Labour Party in the
general election in 1974. In fact, it was Hamilton's perception
rather than the publisher's position (Evans 1983, p.23).
A journalist from a local Chinese newspaper reported that
the Government donated 15 million Hong Kong dollars to the South
Pacific Fund, which was set up to help relieve the financial
difficulties of the dependents of those killed in the Falkland
War in 1982. Investigating the motivatian of the donation, he
found Hong Kong to be the most generous donor among members of
the Commonwealth countries. He had collected enough evidence to
prove that the donation was part of a political deal arranged to
gain the British Parliament's sympathy to relax the limitations
to be imposed upon holders of Hong Kong-British passports. When
this journalist wanted to investigate further, he was told by
the chief editor to stop. No reason was given. There were many
such incidents, in which judgement of news value was apparently
not made on each story's own merit. As Schlesinger (1979, p.81)
has observed, news is the 'exercise of power over the
interpretation of reality'. In a news organization, whereby the
operation of gathering and processing news resembles more or
less an assembly line (Gans 1979, p.84), decisions are made at
the top of the hierarchical ladder and instructions are
channelled downward from the top.
Breed (1955, p.326) stressed the importance of the role of
a publisher too. Organization theorists consider that a
publisher is a superior. H© must either give instructions or
perform specific activities. These instructions or activities
can be interpreted either positively as supervisory or
negatively as interferring (Bowers 1967, p.43). This suggests
that the perception of publishers activities in editorial
decisions depends on the interpretation of the editors. Thus,
the term activities instead of interference is used
throughout this study, indicating the neutrality of this
researcher in conceptualizing the research problem in data
collection as well as in data analysis. In fact, when this
researcher raised the problem, of publisher activity in
editorial decisions and how an editor would perceive such an
activity to the interviewees, who were managing editors, news
editors, feature editors and chief editors, their reactions
varied greatly. Some of them denied any instructions from the
publishers. They held that each and every decision was made by
themselves and that they were glad to consult the publisher's
views whenever possible. For some editors, it was another
story. They were simply pleased to be instructed by the
publisher. As they saw it, this meant that when the publisher
gave instructions to them, they were not forgotten by the
publisher and they were indispensable. Why did editors have
varied perceptions on publisher activity? These differences may
be attributed to three groups of factors. The first is the
editor's occupational role, meaning his position in the news
organization and career orientation. The other is the editor's
socialization in a news organization. The last is the editor's
assessment of his publisher? including the editor's perceived
esteem held for the publisher, his perceived political
congruence with the publisher, and his perceived editorial
experience of the publisher.
There are only a handful of studies on the perception of
publishers' activities in Hong Kong and abroad. Some only study
the percieved frequency of publisher activity or the contents of
news in which publishers involve themselves. To analyse
perceived publisher activity in terms of frequency and contents
of news involved is far from enough in presenting a full picture
of publisher activity. Thus, this study tries to look at two
additional areas, viz. the channels-' used by the publisher to
pass down instructions and the clarity of such instruetions.
More specifica11y, this exploratory study attempts to answer the
following two questions:
A. Do publishers of commercial Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong
have any activity in editorial decision making?
B. What variables contribute to editors' varied perception of
publishers' activities?
It is hoped that this study will provide a better
understanding of publishers' activities in editorial
decision-making. Thus, academically, this thesis will fill a
research gap. Practically, this study may provide some
reflections for publishers and editors, as well as media
2
critics. There are loud and clear voices from some media critics
that some commercial Chinese newspapers have been changing their
neutral positions in politics to a pro-Communist China stand.
Breed (1955, p.335) asserts that any change of a newspaper must
get the publisher to change first. It is therefore the right
time to study publishers' activities when Hong Kong is now in
the transitional period- from a British colony to a Special
Administrative Region under China's sovereignty. This is the
prime motive of this researcher in enrolling in this program in




This chapter reviews pertinent research literature on
publisher activity in editorial decision-making. It is
organized around -four major themes: first, cases of publisher
activity reported by both overseas and Hong Kong editors?
secondly, aspects of publisher activities having been discussed
by researchers; third, variables which affect editors'
perception of publishers' activities; and fourth, the roles of
intervening variables.
I. PUBLISHER ACTIVITY REPORTED BY EDITORS
Publisher activity in editorial decision-making rarely
becomes obvious until the confrontation between publisher and
editorial staff is acute. At the New York Post, when the
journalists protested against the newspaper showing favoritism
towards one politician, publisher Rupert Murdoch retorted that
M they think it's their paper. Well, they are wrong. It is
mine (Evans 1983, p.213). Harold Evans, after a one-year battle
with the publisher on freedom of editorial decision, resigned
from the respectable post as the chief editor of the London
Times (Evans 1983, p.25).
Another case was given in Epstein's study. Fred Friendly;,
then President of CBS News Division, resigned after being
refused by his superiors to have a third time pre-empt on all
day programmes to televise the Senate's hearing on a
supplementary bill to fund the Vietnam War in 1966. His
superiors refused hirn on the grounds that the first and second
pre-emptions caused the network a loss of US350,000. In his
letter of resignation, Friendly admitted there were constraints
in the News Division. He said the executives are making a news
judgement but basing it on business criteria.... (Epstein 1974,
p.120).
At the New York Times, managing editor Clifton Daniel,
recalled how Times Editor fumed and disagreed on the handling of
the Cuban Bay of Pig pre-invasion story. That story was
scheduled for lead position on page one. But the publisher of
the Times, Orvil Dryfoos, ordered the story moved to a less
prominent place, the headline minimized, and any reference to
the imminence of the invasion eliminated. The publisher felt
it was in the national interest to withhold certain vital facts,
including the Central Intelligence Agency's involvement, from
the Amercian people. One of the Times editors became so angry
that he demanded Dryfoos himself come down from the publisher's
office and personally order the Times' self-censorship. Dryfoos
did, justifying it on the grounds of national security and
concern for the safety of the men preparing to offer their lives
on the beaches of Cuba (Talese 1970= p.5.
In Hong Kong, one publisher also intervened in editorial
decisions for political reasons. During the politically and
socially unstable period from September 19S2 to September 1984,
when negotiations were underway between China and Britain on
the future of Hong Kong and when the Hong Kong dollar plummeted
to a historical low record, almost 10 to 1 against the American
dollar, and when people were talking about immigration, there
were no signs of confidence in Hong Kong. During that period,
the publisher of an independent newapaper issued a very explicit-
note to all supervisory level staff to reiterate the paper's
stand that no articles, editorials or pictures should damage the
stability of Hong Kong. He also held a small meeting with
departmental heads to make known his view on the general
attitute in reporting China. He thought that the Chinese
leaders were more open than ever before, and for the good of the
nation as a whole, his newspaper should no longer criticise the
3
leaders, Deng Xiaoping in particular.
In the past twenty years, this newspaper had grouped
together many feature writers who were very critical of
Communist China. Now, following the publisher's news policy,
they still have a free hand to criticise China on policy
matters, but what is no longer allowed is hurling abuses.
However, one of the columnists, continued to criticise Deng,
resulting in one of his articles being killed. The columnist
protested and did not write for about one month. Later on,
although he continued to write his column, he was hinted by the
5
publisher to quit contributing. His column was then removed
permanently from the newspaper. This event has been widely
referred to by Hong Kong media critics as a case where ax
publisher intervened with editorial autonomy and voluntarily
surrendered under political pressur e to the Chinese Ccrnmu.nist
Party.
To cite another local case, a former News Controller of a
local television station confronted the station owner on the
handling of the coverage of a Shanghai Fashion Show held in Hong
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Kong. The show was sponsored by this television station's
competitor, which did not allow that TV crew to shoot the
models' demonstration at the press conference. The former News
Controller thought there was no ground in using that story for
the news cast since there was no footage. But his boss
disagreed and came to the newsroom to instruct the staff how to
cover the story. The former News Controller resigned in protest.
It appears that the boss, also a member of the Chinese People's
Political Consultative Conference, was personally concerned
about the publicity of the Shanghai Fashion Show of Mainland
China.
II. ASPECTS OF PUBLISHER ACTIVITIES
The above events have pinpointed some important areas of
publisher activity: A. perceived publisher activity and
publisher's involvements in deciding contents of news, B.
clarity of instructions, C. channels used by publishers to give
instructions. All these aspects, except contents of news, will
be examined under routine and non-routine situations where
Tuchman (1977, P.43) argues that some variables, such as
organizational structure, ideologies and power have become
hidden in the routine situation and been taken for granted.
These variables will only emerge in a non-routine situation.
Understanding o-f non-routine situations can provide more
information on the routine operation. This researcher's
observation is that a more precise measurement could come out
only when respondents have been told to give information under
two situational categories.
A. Perceived Publisher Activity and Publisher's Involvements in
Deciding the Contents of News
Over the years, publisher activity in editorial
decision-making has been adopted as a theme for a number of
fiction or non-fiction books but these were reported piecemeal
by academic researchers. Warren Breed was perhaps the first to
make remarks on publisher activity, regarded as 'subtle' and
'consistent'. But he failed to examine the concept further,
because his interest was in how policy comes to be maintained,
and where it is bypassed (Breed 1955), He recognized the
important role of publisher, the necessity for publisher to give
instructions and to ensure the execution of his policy by his
staff. He then turned his attention to editors.
Elaborating on Breed's study, David Bowers continued to
explore publisher activity in the editorial decision-making. He
found that publisher activity is not equally distributed in all
editorial areas. Publisher activity is preferential. Bowers
asserts that publisher activity is hinged on geographical
approximity and newspaper revenue. He finds that publisher
shows greatest activity in the reporting of local news,
followed in order by state and regional, national, foreign and
international news. Publisher is also active in areas which
might affect the revenue of the newspaper or the interest of the
publisher's relatives (Bowers 1967). What Bowers did not tell us
is the general frequency of publisher activity in editorial
decision-making. Does the publisher take part all the time or
occasionally? To the best knowledge of this researcher, this
basic question remains unanswered. This researcher holds that we
need to know both the frequency of publisher activity in general
as well as in any particular news contents. Only then can we
have a comprehensive understanding of publisher activity in
editorial decision-making.
B. Clarity of Instruction
On the degree of clarity of instruction given by the
publisher, researchers find that they may be explicitly or
implicitly given. Breed asserts that with a journalist's ethical
constraints, a publisher would give implicit instructions rather
than explicit instructions, or publisher would give no
instructions at all. But Breed's assertion might have been
mis-represented, since among the 120 newsmen interviewed by
Breed (1955, p.328) most came from northeastern regions of the
United States. Bowers' study found that in the United States
northeastern publishers tended to be more liberal than their
southern counterparts, Breed's assertion was therefore
conditioned by geographical factor. However, Bowers (1967), in
his study of managing editors of evening dailies, found a large
proportion of publisher instructions to be explicit rather than
implicit. But his findings were inconclusive due to the large
number of unanswered questionnaries from large circulation
newspapers. It is this researcher's view that the degree of
clarity of instructions may vary according to the change of
situations.
C. Channels Used to Give Instructions
When Breed studied how publisher's policy can be
maintained, he identified five ways in which editors learned the
publisher's policy, namely: 1. learning by publisher's direct
veto and subtle activity? 2. 1 earning from conferences? 3.
learning through gossips? 4. learning from overhearing of
publisher's views; 5. learning from official publication (Breed
1955), These five ways, together with other means which the
publisher manipulates, can be regrouped into three channels,
namely, 1. informal and direct channel, such as personal contact
bypassing hierarchical ladder; 2. formal and indirect channel,
such as executive orders passed down from the hierarchical
ladder; 3. formal and direct channel, such as face to face
conferences. It is this researcher's view that the use of
channels by publishers is an important aspect of publisher
activity that ought to be examined.
III. VARIABLES AFFECTING EDITOR'S PERCEPTION OF PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY
The list of variables affecting one's perception may be
endless. Psycho 1ogical, sociological, and physiological factors
may all have their respective roles to play. Within a news
organization, perception of publisher activity may be influenced
by three major factors: an editor's occupational roles, his
socialization in the news organization and his assessment of the
publisher. A brief synthesis of pertinent literature will shed
light on how these factors function to influence an editor's
perception.
A. Editors' Occupational Roles
An editor's occupational roles are characterized by two
aspects of his professional activities. First, it has to do
with the position this editor holds in a news organization.
Second, it has to do with his career orientations, i.e., whether
he is a. devoted professional or simply a job holder. Both
factors have impact on an editor's perception of his publisher's
ac tivities.
(1) Pasitions
It is crucial to note that an editor's power comes from the
publisher. As Anderson and Murdock have found, management only
extends to the publisher's door (Anderson and Murdock 1977,
p.16). The appointment of chief editor is made by the
publisher. The appointment of other important posts, such as
managing editor or news editor, may come either directly or
indirectly through the chief editor from the publisher. While
this practice may vary from one organization to another, the
general pattern is similar. A typical structure within a news





Feature Wires News Editor Sub-editor/Editor-
Editors Editors
An editor who holds a higher position in a news
organization, since he is closer to the publisher in the
hierarchical ladder, can therefore perceive more publisher
activity. Editors who witnessed publisher activities in the case
of New York Times and the Hong Kong television station mentioned
earlier were all holding senior positions. As a senior editor,
he has a lot of opportunities to perceive publisher activity.
But as Bagdikian described, a chief editor is in a dilemma
position. He has. to support and fulfil the publisher's demand.
On the other hand, he has to smooth out his subordinates'
dissatisfaction, if there is any, even before interference from
the publisher. The chief editor knows how to solicit power and
budget from the publisher, and he has to prevent journalists
from making any trouble (Bagdikian 1974). Sigelrnan's study comes
to the same conclusion. The senior editorial staff perform a
dual role of meeting the publisher's demand while allowing
journalists a certain degree of freedom to maneuver as a gesture
of respect for their professiana1 status. If the chief editor
cannot handle the conflicts between a publisher and his
journalists, he can only resign (Sige1 man 1973).
Bagdikian and Sigelrnan's studies tend to place emphasis on
the ideal role of the chief editor in the hierarchy. In their
descriptions, a chief editor is neutral in policy matters. He is
only an administrator. He takes no stance on editorial
decisions, nor does he have any conflict with the publisher.
Matejko, however, finds that the editors have three kinds of
role and authority: 1. professional authority (as journalists)?
2. administrative authority (as bosses)? and 3„ personal
authority (as colleagues) (Matej ko 1970, p. 173). Anderson and
Murdoch see the editor as occupying a compromising position, by
performing the similar functions as Matejko has mentioned. An
editor who carries production responsibility allows and entrusts
the greatest freedom to his news staff and is responsible to the
publisher for running the newspaper without causing any trouble
(Anderson and Murdoch 1977). These are the functions that a news
organization requires the man to perform once he takes up a
supervisory position as a senior editor. For the editors in
non-supervisory positions, their duties are editing and
rewriting news scripts, and preparing headlines. Their routine
jobs are not always related to policy, and may not have contacts
with the publisher. This is why publisher activity is rarely
reported by junior editors.
(2) Editors' Carreer Orientations
The position one holds -reflects the duty that a news
organization imposes on an individual. One's career orientation
relfects one's self occupational goals and values. Cantor, in
studying TV producers, has identified three major career
orientations: film makers, writer producers and old-line
producers. The film makers are college graduates who make use
of their employment at the TV station to learn the necessary
techniques. Once they grasp the skills, they will quit and go
out to make films. So the film makers are less likely to have
conflicts with the executives. The writer producers also have
college background and most have been freelance script-writers
for years. They have given up their previous jobs in the hope
to gain greater control in the outcome of the story than they
can as writers. So they often engage in covert struggle with the
executives. They would like to have more say about the script
but will not take the risk of either killing the story or being
dismissed from the post. To have direct conflict with the
executives are the old-line producers. Most of them have no
college education, but are the most successful producers in
terms of income and creativity. Their interest is to make TV
series with high ratings. They will insist on using their right
to produce the series which usually bring about conflicts with
the executives (Wright 1975, p.70).
Editors have more or less the same career orientations as
the producers. Stark found that professionally-oriented
journalists place professionalism before organizational goals
and have a higher rate of turnover, which means they either quit
the job or be fired by the publisher at a higher rate.
Seemann found that some editors have a strong security
orientation. As one of his interviewees said, This is one of
the things you've got to think about. Job security is part of
the game (Seemann 1972, p.141). A third kind of career
orientation, which is rarely mentioned in the research
literature, is an editor's writing interest orientation. In
Chinese newspapers, there is a long tradition of editors being
writers of the newspapers as well. He may be the feature
writer, fiction writer, or columnist. Despite the low pay,
some join a newspaper simply because there are opportunities for
them to write. They love writing more than editing. This kind
of career orientation has to be taken into consideration in the
Hong Kong setting. Therefore, in this study, editors' career
orientations are distinguished into three kinds, professional-
editors, job-editors and writer-editors. These orientations are
expected to influence editors' preception of their publisher's
activities.
B. Editors' Socia1ization in Organization
Breed, in his classic study, describes the process of
socialization of editors in a news organization, He divides
an editor's socia1ization process into three stages, The first
stage is the 'cub stage', during which he gets to learn the
techniques and policy for a period ranging from a few months to
a few years. The second is the 'wiring-in stage', whereby the
individual continues to assimilate the norms of the organization
he is working in and the informal relationships he establishes
with other colleagues within the organization. Lastly, one will
identify with the organizational goals and can be relied on to
handle policy, and this is termed the 'veteran stage'(Breed
1955, p.333). Breed's study found that the length of service is
related to socialization in the newsroom, i.e., the longer the
service period, the greater the social norms of the newsroom are
internalized by the reporter. This study will not measure
socialization per se. Instead, editors will be asked to
indicate their length of service with the news organization at
the time of interview, assuming that the longer an editor is
with a newspaper, the more he will be socialized. Kapoor's study
on editorial staff supports Breed's description of the
50cia. 1ization of a journalist. It shows that the longer one has
been 'wired' into the news organization, the more acquainted he
will be with the personnel and the operation of the machinery
(Kapoor 1979).
C. Editors' Assessment of Publisher
As an editor interacts directly or indirectly with his
publisher, he would naturally develop some opinions of the
publisher. On a personal level, yet social-psychological, this
has to do with the esteem an editor holds for the publisher. On
an ideological level, it has to do with an editor's congruence
or incongruence with the publisher in terms of their political
thinking or stands. Third, on a professional level, it has to
do with an editor's knowledge or perception of the publisher's
professional qualifications as a journalist. These three
factors are discussed as follows.
(1) Esteem for Publishers
As revealed in previous studies, researchers are more
concerned with the esteem which the editor holds for a
publisher. Breed's research finds that editors hold high esteem
for publishers particularly in large circulation newspapers.
Breed (1955, p.330) argues that perceived esteem of publisher is
a factor in influencing dissident editors to follow newspaper
policy. Once executives and alder staff are not respected,
staffers are apathetic and sometimes hostile to policy.
Anderson and Murdock (1977') argue that publishers' ideals and
philosophies have some effect on managing editors when the
latter make editorial or news decisions. These findings seem to
suggest that perceived esteem of publisher is an important
variable which may affect an editor's perception of publisher-
activity in editorial decisions.
(2) Political Congruence with Publishers
A publisher does have a set policy pertaining to his
newspaper's stand for his staff to observe and implement. Some
researchers find that journalists do concern about a newspaper's
policy. Seamann's (1972) study has found that when a journalist
is about to join a. newspaper, he will have identified himself
with the newspaper's policy. Anderson and Murdock (1977) also
suggest that many publishers select editors with whom they feel
philosophically compatible. A publisher's policy on politics is
one of the significant points to be considered by an editor when
a newspaper's policy is at stake. This is particularly
important in Hong Kong, where most Chinese newspapers adopt
different political stands. An editors' perceived political
congruence with the publisher will affect his perception of
publisher activity.
(3) Perceived Publisher's Editor ia1 Experience
This is ona of the variables in Anderson and Murdock's
study (1977) to determine if a publisher would interfere in
editorial decisions. This suggests that in Kansas and Nebraska,
where the study was conducted, a publisher with editorial
experience will be less active in the aditorial decision than
publisher without editorial experience (Anderson and hiurdock
1977, p.15). In the print media of Hong Kong, some of the
publishers themselves are old hands in editorial work, some do
not have any editorial experience. They only take care of the
business aspects of the news organization and leave editorial
decisions with their subordinates. Editors' perceived publisher-
activity as influenced their perception of publisher's editorial
experience will be tested in this s t u. d y.
IV. VARIABLES INTERVENING EDITOR'S PERCEPTION OF PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY
While an editor's personal background (professional
orientations and experiences in a news organization) and
subjective assessment of the publisher have direct bearing on
perceived publisher activity, a few other variables may
intervene in this influence process. These variables are (A)
the way the newspaper is organized, and (B) an editor's media
experience prior to joining his present newspaper.
A. Organizationa1 Structures
As the chief executive whose strength and time are limited
(Lorigenec ker 1969, p. 203), a publisher cannot supervise and
commuicate personnaily to all of his staff. Therefore, a.
publisher must rely on the organizational structure to implement
his decisions. He is, in turn, confined by organizational
structure. This is why organizational structures have to be
taken into account when considering publishers' activities.
Organization theorist Luthans said organization structure
determines the frequency of the commuinication flow between the
superior and subordinate. Organizational structures can be
clarified into two categories; namely, flat and tall structures
(Blau 1968, p.466; Moore 1964; Luthans 1977). Moore (1964)
suggests that flat structure has few supervisory levels between
the top and the bottom of the organization, and the
organizational charts look flat instead of tall. Authorities are
centralized at the top, the executives have many direct contact
wtih the subordinates without passing any intermediate levels.
This kind of structure is prevalent in smaller organizations. In
a tall structure which has more supervisory levels, the distance
between the top executives and their subordinates is greater
than that in a flat structure. Worthy (1950) suggests that the
flat structure is superior than the tall structure. The staff
morale is much higher in a flat structure than in a tall
structure. Blau (1968, p.466) inclines to favor a tall
structure, which is more efficient and thus prevailing in modern
organizations.
Despites of the arguements on the superiority of the types
of structures, flat organizationa1 structures seern to provide
(Porter and Siegel 1968, p.389; Luthsns 1977, p.37). And,
editors may hence perceive higher publisher activity in flat
organizational structures than in tall organizationa1
5tru.ctu.r05• Organizationa1 structurehave may effaces on the
clarity of instruction and the channels which the publisher
uses. This researcher learns from his personal experience and
interviews that editors in flat organizational structures recall
more explicit instructions than editors in tall organizational
structures. Editors in flat structures also perceive higher
frequency of informal and direct channels being used by the
publishers than editors in tall structures. The relationship of
crqanizationa1 structures intervening between pub1ishers'
activities and other variables will be further discussed in the
following chapter on methodology.
B. Editor's Media Experience
Breed (1955) observed that a journalist's internalization
of newsrocrn norms may be a. function of his length of service.
Seemar.n (1971) added that such socialization in the newsroom
might have happened well before one joins the present news
organization. This researcher agrees with Seernann that although
one's service in the present news organizations may not be long,
his abundant working experience in other media may give him the
ability to perceive higher publisher activity. An editor's
media working experience will then be added to see whether there
is any intervening effect between length of service and the
perception of publisher activity.
For the reason of simplicity, the term "editor's media
experience is used to indicate the number of news
organizations served.in the past. Media experience may
be understood to include the.nature of the professional j ob
(such as reporting, editing or- interviewing, etc), the different
types of news organ i zstiens (such as a television station, a
newspaper or a radio station), the number of news organizations
served, and of course the number of years working in the mass
media field, the indicator used in this study is, however, the
number of news organizations served in the past. It is aware
that this is only one of the many indicators of media
experience. The most important reason tor using such term,
however, is that this study is trying to examine editor's
perception of publisher's activities in editorial decisions.
Thus, the greater number of news organizations one has served in
the past, the greater would be the chances of this editor-
exposed to different organizational structures and different




This is an exploratory study with the aim to examine
editors' perception of publishers' activities in editorial
decisions in two areas:
A. Do publishers of Hong Kong commercial Chinese newspapers, as
perceived by editors, have any activities in editorial
decision making?
B. To what extent editors' occupational roles, socialization in
the news organization and assessment of publisher affect such
perception? and to what extent organizational structures
and editors' media experience affect such perception?
To answer the first question, publishers' activities, as
perceived by editors, are measured in the following areas: X.
perceived publisher activity in deciding the contents of news;
2. the characteristics of publishers' activities in routine and
non-routine situations.
The second question is answered by hypothesis testing.
There are three aspects of publisher activity-perceived
publisher activity, clarity of instructions, channels publisher-
uses tD give instructions. They are treated as the dependent
variables and will be examined to see if they are a function of
the following independent variables:
i. editors' occupational roles, 2„ editors' socialization in the
newss organization, and 3. editors' assessment of publisher. It
is expected all three independent variables would affect the
dependent variables with different magnitude (Table 1).
Table i




Editors' Occupational Perceived Publisher
Roles Activity
Editors' Socializat- Clarity of
ion in Organization VM? Instructions
Editors Assessment Channels
of Publisher
To operationalize them: editors' occupational roles are
measured by editors' positions in news organizations and
editors' career orientations. Similarly, editors' socialization
in organization is measured by editors' length of service in
present news organizations. Editors' assessment of publisher
is measured in three aspects: the level of esteem editors hold
for the publisher, the congruence of editors with their
publisher in political views, and the editorial experience of
the publisher, as perceived by the editor.
The variable of organizational structure is used to test
whether there is intervening effect existing between editors'
positions as well as perceived publisher's editorial experience
and the three dependent variables. It is the observations of
this researcher and organizational theorists (Luthans 1977,
Porter and Siegel 1965) that organizational structures play a
certain role on perception of publisher activity. The
publishers, whether they are experienced in editorial matters or
not, are constrained by organizational structures (Luthans
1977). Thus, editors who occupy equivalent positions in
different, news organizations may perceive publishers7 activities
quite differently due to different organizational structures.
The variable of editors' media experience is applied to see
whether it has any intervening effect between editor's length of
service in the present news organization and the three dependent
variables. As Seemann (1971) asserts, socialization will take
place well before one joins a news organization. Thus, an
editor's socialization in the news organization can be acquired
from farmer as well as present news organizations. It is
therefore imperative to test the intervening effect of
experience in the perception process.
The relationship among the independent, intervening, and
dependent variables are summerized in Table 2.
TabIe 2
INTERVENING VARIABLES BETWEEN DEPENDENT



















Publishers' activities refer to the following areas: i,
perceived publisher activity, 2, clarity of instructions, and 3,
channels that publishers use to give instructions.
Ci) Perceived Publisher Activity
The perceived publisher activity is measured by asking the
subjects to indicate how often the publisher has offered his
opinion in editorial decisions, as recalled by the subjects.
Specifically, the frequency of publisher activity is expressed
as 'always',' occasiona11y', 'few', and 'none'. For the purpose
of this analysis, these categories are collapsed into two
levels: with 'always' and 'occasionally' combined as 'high';
'few' and 'none' combined as 'low'.
(ii) Clarity of Instructions
When a publisher gives instructions to his editors, such
instructions may vary in their clarity. Instructions may be
explicit (clear) or implicit (ambiguous or unclear). 'Very
clear' and 'clear' are grouped under the 'explicit' category.
'Ambiguous' and 'unclear, needing judgment' are included under
'implicit' category.
(iii) Channels
A publisher has three kinds of channels to convey his
instructions. The first kind is informal and direct. A
publisher may bypass all hierarchical ladders and give
instructions to the editor concerned. The second kind is through
formal and indirect channels, such as orders passed down the
hierarchical ladder. The last is formal anddirect channels
which refer to face-to-face editorial conferences.
B. Independent Variables
1. Editors' Occupational Roles
(i) Position of Editor
Editors occupy different positions in a news organization's
hierarchy. The staff establishments of the commercial
Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong may include a chief editor,
depu.ty chief editor, managing editor, news editor, deputy and
assistant news editors, wires editors, sub-editors and various
feature editors. These editors can be distinguished by
newspaper conventions into two levels: senior editors and junior
editors.
1. Senior Editors: chief editor, managing editor, news editor
and their respective deputies and assistants are regarded as
senior editors.
2. Junior Editors: Editors not included in the senior editor's
category fall into this category.
ii) Career Orientations
One's career orientation reflects one's occupational goals
and values, which in turn affect one's perception in the news
organization. An editor's career orientations are measured by
self-assertion, Pre-test interviews conducted in May and June
1985 of local editors, suggest that editors' career orientations
can be distinguished into three categories. The first category
consists of professional ly-or ierited editors, who uphold
journalistic values and goals and place emphasis on the social
responsibi1ity of the mass media. The second category includes
interest-oriented writer-editors, who enjoy being an editor as
the job povides them with an ideal working environment to write
fiction or non-fiction stories. This is particularly true for
the older editors who regard writing as part of their lives,
and, for many, their reputations are ouilt upon their writings.
The third category consists of job-oriented editors, who regard
their work as nothing more than an occupation, equivalent to any
other job they can find. Or they may take their present
newspaper job as a stepping stone., Once they think they have
mastered the editing techniques, they will quit and move to
other jobs with higher pay, better fringe benefits and brighter
p rospec t s.
2. Editors' Socialization in Organization
An editor's socialization in the news organization's
measured by his length of service, meaning the period of time
that an editor has served in the present news organization at
the time of this survey. As Breed (1955, P.332) suggests, when
one has been 'wiring in' in an organization longer, he will
become more acquainted with the personnel and the news
operation. In other words, it is a duration during which an
editor is socialized by a news organization. Length of service
is measured in two categories. Pre-test suggests that for those
who have served for over ten years are considered as 'long',
while those who have served for less than ten years are
considered as 'short' in their socialization.
3. Editors' Assessment of Publisher
An editor's assessment of the publisher is measured along
three dimensions: esteem held for the publisher, congruence with
the publisher's political views and perceived publisher's
editorial experience. The esteem an editor holds for the-
publisher is measured in terms of 'respect' in Chinese. The
respondent is asked to indicate his degree of 'respectfulness'
for the publishers, Responses are grouped into three
categories. 'High' category includes 'very respectful' and
'respectful', 'low' category includes 'less respectful', 'the
least respectful'. The third category is 'no opinion
Editor s' arewers on perceived congruerce with the
publisher's political views are grouped into three kinds: 1.
congruent' includes 'highly congruent' and 'somewhat
congruent'; 2. 'not congruent ineludes' sorr.e what discrepant'
and 'greatly discrepant'; and 3. 'no opinion'.
An editor's perceived publisher's editorial experience is,
again, a subjective measurement. Editors are asked to place his
publisher in four categories according to the publisher's
editorial experience: 'highly experienced'; 'experience'; 'not
experienced', and 'don't know'. The four categories are further
collapsed into three categories: 'yes' category which includes
'highly experienced' and 'experienced', 'no' category refers to
'not experienced'. 'Don't know' is treated as a missing case.
C. Intervening Variables
1, 0rganizational Structure
Conceptually, organizational structure comprises generally
two types- tall and flat structures. A tall organizational
structure has more supervisory levels than a flat structure. In
Hong Kong commercial Chinese newspapers, most of the tall
organizational structures comprise publisher, chief editor
and deputies, managing editor and deputies, news editor and
deputies, editors, and reporters. The flat organizational
structure generally comprises publisher, chief editor, news
editors, editors arid reporters. Appendix i describes the
organizational structures of the 14 commercial Chinese language
newspapers in Hong Kong whose editors were surveyed.
2. Editors' Media Experience
Editor's media experience is measured by the number of news
organizations that an editor has served in the past at the time
of this survey. Pre-test shows that Hong Kong editors dD not
move from one news organization to another as frequenly as
reporters. Editor's mobility, in this sense, is very small. With
regard to this view and the frequency of distribution, an
editor, who has served one or two news organizations, is
considered as having less media experience. Editors who are
more experienced are those who have worked for three or more
news organizations.
D. Contents of News
Bowers suggests that publisher's involvements in deciding
the contents of news are varied. This part of the study
replicates Bowers' with some modification. Racial, geographical
and labour news are excluded, as these are sensitive issues in
the United States but not in Hong Kong. To accommodate the Hong
Kong situation? some of Bower's contents of news are replaced.
Specifical1y, editors are asked to indicate how probable the
publisher will bring up his opinions in eight areas:
ft reports contrary to publisher's political views,
ft reports or pictures which will offend advertisers,
ft reports disadvantageous to publisher's relatives,
ft reports disadvantageous to publisher's business
other than the newspapers,
-X- reports concerning social welfare,
'X- reports disadvantageous to politicians whom the
publisher supports,
reports criticizing the government,
general features.
Indications are expressed as 'highly probable', 'probable',
'slightly probable', 'improbable' or 'do not know'.
E Situations
Situations refer to the time that a publisher takes part in
editorial dec1sion-rnak i rig or to make an editorial decision. Two
situations can be defined. One is routine situation, the other-
is non-routine situation. A routine situation refers to normal
situation whereby everyone in a news organization knows how to
operate and process news, e.g. the senior editor chair the daily
assignment meeting with reporters. Editors, who are responsible
for certain content sections, know how to place the stories on
the page, end therefore, need not seek for advice. Chief editor
makes the final check on the front page and ensures that the
front page headline story is properly displayed. Ail the
procedures of news gathering and assembling are operating
smoothly. Such situation is referred to as a routine situation.
Non-routine situation refers to the period when there are
unexpected and great crucial event for the editors to handle.
For expamle, when the Hong Kong dollar plummeted to a record low
against the US dollar on September 24, 1983. The exchange rate
was down to 9.8 to 1 and many people flocked into supermankets
to grab any goods they could get. Editors knew that these
incidents had to be covered and handled with great care.
Contingency plan was drawn up to release additional reporters to
qet responses from the government and from those in the finance
circle. Chief editor or managing editor would immediately seek
for advice from their publisher on how to treat these particular
incidents. Normal procedures of news gathering and assembling
were disrupted. Such is referred to as a non-routine situation.
III. DATA COLLECTION AND QUESTIONNAIRE
This study surveys editors of commercial Chinese language
newspapers. Commercial Eng1ish-1anguage newspapers are
excluded, and so are po1itica. 11y-11nked newspapers. Among the 44
r newspapers listed in Media. Hong Kong published by the Hong Kong
Government Information Service in February 1985, 25 newspapers
meet this criterion.
Among these 25 newspapers, .11 are srnal 1 newspapers, which
have employed a. total of 22 editors and have a small
circulation. Some of the editors are performing du.a'l roles as
publisher and editor. It is conceived that to collect data from
these newspapers will be inappropriate and too time consuming.
Hence, these 1.1 newspapers are also excluded. This researcher-
established 14 contacts in each of 14 commercial Chinese
newspapers with a tctal of 193 editors. These contacts or
informants were friends or colleagues of the respondents, who
are either friends of this researcher or those who know this
researcher through a third party. Self-administered
questionnaires, enclosed with se1f-starnped return envelopes,
were distributed to the contacts or directly mailed to the
respondents on 1 -June, 1985. The completed questionnaires were
to be returned to the contact person or mailed directly to this
researcher by mid-July, 1985. These procedures were to keep the
data strictly confidential and anonymous. As trust and
confidence are the key to the high return rate, confidentiality
was stressed at the beginning of the questionnaire. This
researcher's residential address and contact telephone numbers
were given in order to encourage direct dialogues with this
researcher by the respondents in case of doubt.
By July 14, 1935, one hundred questionnaires were returned,
achieving a return rate of 52%. Eight newspapers out of 14 has
the return rate well over 50%. Four newspapers are even as high
as S0%„ The breakdowns of the return rates tor the 14
newspapers are given in Appendix 2.
To facilitate analysis, marks were made on the first page
of the questionnaires on the English logo of The Chinese
University of Hong Kong (Appendix 3). The position of the mark
is to identify the newspaper to which the respondent belonged.
Since the 14 newspapers have been categorized by this researcher
into 'high' or 'flat' organization structure, the respondents
can be grouped according to their newspapers' organizational
structures. It is this researcher's view that every effort
should be made to ease the respondent's doubts and worries and
to protect their present jobs.
Besides the survey, informal interviews were conducted with
the 14 contacts, each lasting from thirty minutes to an hour
when questionnaires were hand-de 1ivered to them. Interviews were
conducted either in their offices or in public places. This
researcher asked them mainly on the organizational structures of
their newspapers, the actual operations in editorial decisions,
the channels their publishers use to give their instructions.
These data are used as a supplement to the survey.
As a preparation for the formulation of the questionnaire,
a pilot study was conducted in December .1934 of Macao's
newspaper editors. Findings from the pilot study were decisive
in the exclusion of editors of politically oriented newspapers
from this survey as they had given almost unanimous responses.
It was also learned that the prob 1 em under study is a very
sensitive issue. To further test the questions, a pre-test was
conducted in May 1985 of Hong Kong journalists. This pre-test
contributed to the eventual use of the term editorial
decisions as well as the format and wording of the questions.
The final questionnaire consists of 18 questions (Appendix 4).
Questions 1 to 6 measure the publishers' activities including
frequencies, clarity of instructions, and channels. The first
three questions measure these activities under routine
situations while the latter three under non-routine situations.
Question 9 measures the perceived publisher activity with
various news contents. Questions 7,3 and 11 measure an editor's
assessment of the publisher, which includes an editor's
perceived congruence with the publisher's political views,
esteem for and perceived editorial experience of the publisher.
Questions 10 and 17 measure an editor's occupational roles,
which include the editor's career orientation and position in
the news organization. An editor's socialization in the news
organization is assessed by Questions 14, 15, and 16, which
include an editor's media experience in terms of his length of
service in the journalistic field in general and in the present
news organization in particular. Length of service in the
journalistic field is used as a cross check together with the
-y length of service in present news organization. Personal data
about editor's age, level of education and number of years in
present positions are asked in Questions 12, 13, and 18,
Questions 3 and 6 each has four sub-qu.estions. Respondents
are requested to indicate the -frequency of publisher activity in
each of the three sub-questions concerning instruction channels
in routine and non-routine situations. These sub-questions are:
1. told you direct1y,
2, passed from supervisor,
3. at editorial conferences
However, the response rates of the three sub-questions of
Questions 3 and 6 range from 53% to 81%, cor 27% to 42% of the
total surveyed population. Since the percentages are so low
that they cannot be considered usable in this study. There may
be two possible reasons for the low response rates. Some
publishers may indeed use only one kind of channels to
communicate to their staff. Thus, such respondents need only
answer one of the sub-questions instead of all. The ether-
possible reason is that the respondent might have thought that
only one sub-question should be answered. Although at the
beginning of the questionnaire it has been stressed that each
column must be answered, respondents may have answered only one
sub-question of Questions 3 and 6 but not all the sub-questions.
The usable questions, hence, are 16 out of a total of 18, The
frequencies of the respondents on each question are given in
Appendix 5,
IV. LIMITATIONS AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
In order to guarantee the homogeneity of the samples, this
study is concentrating on newspaper editors. Editors of
electronic media, whether radio or television, are excluded from
the study as the total number of local radio and television
stations is small and the production process of electronic news
is more complicated than that of newspaper news. Furthermore,
the overall organizational structure of local newspapers is
relatively smaller than that of the electronic media, thus
giving the publishers more opportunities to participate in the
routines of news operation.
The pilot study found that the study of editors'
perception of publisher activity in editorial decision-making is
a very sensitive topic among editors. Some of them were very
reluctant to say anything about their publishers to a third
party, particularly to a researcher. They were afraid that once
their comments were overheard by their publishers or
supervisors, they would feel very embarrassed and their jobs
wou. 1d be endangered. These psycho 1ogical concerns largely
affected the design of the questionnaire. Highly sensitive
issues had to be dropped and some sensitive terms were modified
in order to gain higher return rate. This study also suffers
from a high percentage of missing responses to Questions 3 and
6, which ask about the channels the publisher uses to give
Instructions. As a result, analysis in this area cannot be
performed. The original design to study publishers' activities
in three aspects has to be modified. This researcher suggests
that future study of publisher's instruction channels should
avoid repeating this same kind of mistakes.
Another technical problem has to do with the level of
measurement. Some editors have never filled cut a questionnaire
before. Some have been warned by their supervisors not to -answer
any questionnaire. The Oriental Daily in Hong Kong is just one
of the many examples. In order to faciliate maximum return of
the questionnaires, the level of data was lowered and questions
were made as simple as possible. Hence, most of the data
collected are nominal or ordinal.
A final note should be made on the nature of the questions.
The questions measuring frequency of publisher activity in
deciding the contents of news and publisher's activities in
routine and non-routine situations are all hypothetical. This
hypothetical nature has its strength and weakness. While it
frees the editors from constraints to give frank responses in
hypothetical situations, it does not measure the actuality of
publisher's activities. Readers are reminded that this study
explores the editor's percepti on of pu blisher activity instead
of publisher's activities per se.
The findings of this survey are given in Chapter 4, 53 6,
and 7. Chapter 4 describes the patterns of publisher activities
in different news contents in routine and non-routine
situations. Chapter 5, 6, and 7 deal with hypotheses testing.
The relationship of each of the three independent variables with
the dependent variables will be discussed separately in
individual c hap ters.
Chapter 4
PATTERNS OF PUBLISHERS' ACTIVITIES
This study has found that publishers of commercial Chinese
newspapers in Hong Kong, as perceived by the editors, tend to be
more active in contents of news which might jeopardize income by
offending advertisers or damaging publishers' other business
interests (Table 3). In general, perceived publisher activity
is more active (Table 4) and publishers' instructors are
perceived more explicit in non-routine situations than in
routine situations (Table 5). Furthermore, two types of
perceived publisher activity can be identified- those perceived
active in editorial decision in routine situations tend to be
more active in non-routine situations (Table 6)J and those whose
level of activity remains the same across the two different
situations (Table 7). For the publishers' clarity of
instructions, there is a similar pattern, Publishers'
instructions are in general perceived to be given more
explicitly in non-routine situations than in routine situations
(Table 3). However, over half of the surveyed editors perceive
that the clarity of instructions given by publishers are
explicit in both situations (Table 9),
I. PATTERNS OF PERCEIVED PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN CONTENTS OF NEWS
Table 3 shows the perceived pub 1 i s h e r a ctivity in different
contents of news. It is listed in descending order of frequency
of occurrence, with offending advertisers being the highly




IN CONTENTS OF NEWS(%)
Contents Highly Probable Slightly Improbable Don't Total
which: Probable Probable Know
Offending 37.0 26.1 13.0 18.5 5.4 100
Advertisers











Publisher's 21.6 23.9 15.9 25.0 13.6 100
Re 1 atives








About Social 11.6 33.7 19.8 29.1 5.8 100
Welfare
About Gener- 10.3 24.1 19.6 34.5 11.5 100
al Features,
Table 3 shows that publishers are perceived to be actively
involved in news contents which may offend advertisers. Over 60%
of the surveyed editors (highly probable plu.s probable) share
this view. Over half of surveyed editors perceive that
publishers would get involved if the contents were inconguent
with the publisher's political stands in general. Contents of
news disadvantagecus to publishers' related business and
relatives occupy the third and fourth positions. Publishers are
perceived to be less active in contents which criticize the
government or the politicians whom the publisher supports,
social welfare and general features.
It seerns that publishers of commercial Chinese newspapers
in Hong Kong are perceived to take great personal involvements
in editorial decisions affecting their advertising revenues.
Almost four out of ten surveyed editors perceive their
publishers to be highly probable to be active in contents
offending advertisers. Another 26% say this is probable. Less
than 20% of the editors say it is not likely for their
publishers to be active in this area. In fact, some commercial
Chinese newspapers are greatly influenced by a handful of
advertisers. For instance, real estate advertisements represent
a great share of revenue for Sing Tao Jih Pao. And Sing Tao's
editorial rarely criticizes the speculative activities in the
property market. Wah Kiu Yat Po also rarely criticizes business
or social organizations for their various malpractice. These
phenomena are coherent with the long tradition that Hong Kong
Chinese newspapers are strictly commercia11y oriented. Wah Kiu
Yat Po and Sing Tao Jih Pao, being commercial newspapers and
claiming as such, certainly will speak for the interests of the
commercial sectors.
Hong Kong publishers are also perceived to pay great
attention to contents contradictory to their personal political
views. A quarter of the surveyed editors perceive high
probability that their publishers get involved in this content.
Another 30% of the editors perceive as probable publishers'
activities in news contents contradictory to their views. Only
18.7% of the editors perceive as improbable that their
publishers would get involved in this content. Hong Kong has for
a long time been the stage for the struggle between the
Nationalists and the Communists, Both sides tend to use the Hong
Kong commercial Chinese newspapers to strengthen their
propaganda works. During the Si no-British negotiations on Hong
Kong's future between September 1982 to September 1984, both
sides made every effort to gain support from commercial Chinese
newspapers. Publishers of commercial Chinese newspapers, for a
long time holding a. neutral political stand against any outside
pressure, are very cautious and constantly keeping an eye on
their content, making su.re that no contents or editorials
deviate from their politicalviewpoints. In this context,
publishers are polically-or iented
Private business and personal relatives rank third and
fourth as being highly probable to be the publisher's concerns.
Almost half (45%) of the surveyed editors perceive their
publishers as being probable to get involved in contents with
opinions disadvantageous tc publisher's other businesses.
Publishers getting involved in contents against publishers'
relatives are perceived as likely by almost half of the editors.
Twenty-seven per cent and 25% of the surveyed editors
respectively perceive their publishers as improbable to get
involved in editorial decisions related to the other business or
their relatives. Among the 14 commercial Chinese newspapers
under study, only Sing Tao Jih Pao and Sing Tao Man Pao are
publicly listed in the stock market. The rest of the 12
newspapers are privately owned. In most cases, publishers are
the sole owners or the biggest shareholders. They bear the
investment risks and carry every legal and financial commitment.
It is natural that publishers will have the same commercial
expectations towards their newspapers as proprietors of other
commercial enterprises. A publisher, therefore, will not want
his newspaper to carry any material which may cause harm to his
other enterprises. By the same token, he is not willing to be
embramassed by any news related to his relatives. In this
context, publishers are se1f-oriented.
Table 3 also shows that publishers are less concerned, as
perceived by the editors, with criticizing the government or
po1itican s, socia1 welfare, and general feature articles.
Although the subject matters of these contents are the concern
of the public at large, publishers are perceived to pay less
attention to them. This may be an indication of the degree of.
press freedom enjoyed in Hong Kong, where criticism of
government activities rarely brings along any ernbarrassrnent to
the publisher.
In sum, publishers are perceived to be commercially,
politically, and self oriented. They are concerned with, and in
fact take part in editorial decisions in these three areas of
news content. On the other hand, they are perceived as much less
involved in contents criticizing the government or in social
we1fare.
II. PUBLISHERS' ACTIVITIES IN ROUTINE AND NON-ROUTINE
SITUATIONS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
Publishers' activities in editorial decision making are
perceived to be higher in non-routine situations than in routine
situations.
Tab1e 4
PERCEIVED PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN
ROUTINE AND NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Perceived Publisher Activity
Situations Always. Occasionally Seldom None Total
Routine 11 48 3 3 100
Non-Routine 37 46 13 4 100
Table 4 shows that 1 1% of the- surveyed editors perceive 
that their publishers are 'always7 actively involved in 
editorial decisions in routine s i tuat icr.s. This percentage 
rises to 37% in non —rou. tine situations- The c umu l a t i v e 
percentage of perceived publisher activity as always' active 
and *accasione. 11y 7 active is up to 80% in non-r out i ne situations 
from 6 0 % in r c u tine sit u. a t i o n s . On i y i -■ To o f editors 'seldom’ o r 
1 never5 perceive publisher activity in nor,-routine situations. 
This distribution indicates that pub 1ishors, as perceived by 
the i r ed i tors, are more ac t i ve i n non -rout i r.e s 1 tuat ions than i n 
routine situati a n s .
E . C 1 ar i t y a -f I n structio r» s
Publishers’ instructions i r» editorial decisions are 
perceived to be more explicit in non -rout:ne situations than in 
routine situations.
Table U




Explicit Explicit Implicit Implicit Total
Routine 11 100
,, Non-Routine 13 ^0 ^
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Table 5 shows ths.t the majority of editors tend to perceive
explicit publisher instructions in routine (74%) and
nnnroutinp situ.at i ons (S6%). The p roportion of explicit
instructions are much higher in non-routine situations, however.
Channels Used to Give Instruct ions
On the channels publishers use to give instructions
iorma1 channels, itif onria 1 cha. ine1s and conference channels,
non-response rates for the questions range from 19% to a. high of
37%. Due to this high rate of non-response, this researcher has
decided not to elaborate further on these data nor to conduct
any hypothesis testing. The frequency of u.se of the three types
of channels, which publishers are perceived to be using in
routine and non-routine situations, is given in Appendix 6.
III. TYPES OF PUBLISHERS IN EDITORIAL DECISIONS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
As far as perceived publisher activity in editorial
decisions is concerned, two types of publishers can be
identified: the 'situational' and the 'consistent'.
1. Situations. 1
Publishers, as perceived by 02 surveyed editors, vary i ri
frequency of involvement in editorial decisions according to the
situations. Less than half of the editors (45%) perceive their
publishers to be more active in non-routine situations if they
are a. 1 ready perce i ved as ac t i ve i n r out i ne s i tuat ions. On l y 
seven editors perce ive the phenomenon in the opposite direction.
As shown in Table 6, three editors who perceive their 
publishers as ’always’ invloved in editorial decisions in 
routine situations perceive 'their publishers as only 
’occasionally’ involved in non - rout i re situations. And, two 
from ’occasion a 1 1y ’ in routine to ’seldom7 in non -rout i ns * 
situations, and t wo ‘’seldom’ in •: ov t no to ’none’ in non-routine 
situations.
i a.b 1 e o
CHANGES OF PERCEIVED PUBLISHERS’ ACTIVITIES 
IN R 0 U T IN E AND N 0 N - R 0 U T I id E SIT U A T I 0 N 3
Rcu.t i ne £• i tuat i ons
Non-Rout i ne Always Gocasione. 11y Seldom None
Si tu.at ions ------------------------------------------ :--
AI ways — IP o 2
Occasionally 3 - 12 3
Seldom 0 2 - i
None 0 0 2 -
Table 6 shows that the 19 editors who perceive their 
publishers to be ’occasional1y ’ active in routine editorial 
decision-making situations perceive their publishers to be 
’always* active in non-routine situations. On the other hand, 
though 26 editors perceive that their publishers are ’seldom’ or
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’none’ involved in routine situations, all of them think
that their publishers a r e Til o r e a.c t i ve i n ed i i or i a 1 decisions i n
non-rou.tine situa.t i ons .
2. Consis1ent
N e a p 1 y In a 1 f o f t h e s u r v e y e c ~ d i tors i d 7 } p e r c e i v e •_ h a t 
publishers are consistent in their involvement in editorial 
decisions in routine as well as in non -r cut i ne situations, 
regardless of• -the level of perceived involvement.
Table 7
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY PERCEIVED AS CONSISTENT ^
IN ROUTINE AMD NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Routine Situations
Non-Routine Always Occasionally Seldom None





Table 7 shows that eight of the surveyed editors say their 
publisher ’always’ give their opinions in editorial decisions 
in both routine and non-routine situations. Twenty-seven say 
publishers give their opinions ’occasionally3 under both 
situations. Ten say publishers ’seldom’ give views, and the
• r
remaining two say publishers never give any opinion about 
editorial decisions regardless of the situations.
\  '
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B» Clarity of Inst ractions
In terms of the clarity of publisher instructions, again,
two types- situational and consistent- can be identified.
1. Situational
In this survey, 24 editors perceive their publishers to
have changed their clarity of instructions in different
situations. About one-fifth (21) perceived the instructions
given as more explicit i n n o n- r o u t i n e sit u. a t i on s t h a n in rout i n e
s i t u.at ions.
Table 8
CHANGES OF PERCEIVED PUBLISHER'S INSTRUCTIONS
CLARITY IN ROUTINE AND NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Rou t i ne 3 i t u.at i ons
Non-Routine Very Very
Situations Explicit Explicit Implicit Implicit
Very Explicit- S i 0
Explicit 2- 4 6
Imp licit 0 0- 2
Very Implicit 1 00-
Table 8 shows that eight editors perceive their publishers
to give explicit instructions in routine situations arid 'very
explicit' instructions in non-routine situations. And another
five editors perceive their publishers to give implicit
instructions in ro u. tine situations and 'explicit' i n structions
in nor.- routine situations. On the other hand, eight editors
perceive their publishers to give 'very implicit' instructions
in routine situations. Six of them perceive 'explicit'
instructions in non-routine situations. Only three editors'
perception of clarity of instructions has changed in the
opposite direction. These three editors perceive their
publishers to give 'very explicit' instructions in routine
situations, and 'explicit' or 'very implicit' instructions in
non-routine siutations
2. Consistent
Mere than half of surveyed editors (69) perceive their
publishers' clarity of insructions as consistent in routine and
non-routine situations. Fifty-nine editors say their
publishers' instructions are explicit in both routine and
non-routine situat ions. The 11!er 10 editors perceive
'implicit' instructions in bath situations.
T ab1e 9
PUBLISHER'S INSTRUCTION CLARITY PERCEIVED AS
CONSISTENT IN ROUTINE AND NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Routine Situations
Very Very







Table 9 shews that eight editors perceived ''very explicit7
instructions across two different situations. The majority of
surveyed editors (51) perceive publishers to be giving explicit
instructions all the time. A small number (3 and 7) of the
editors perceive publishers as giving implicit and very implicit




This study hasx found no statistilally significat
difference in editors' occupational roles with respect to the
editors' perception of publishers' activities.
I. EDITORS' POSITIONS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
The position an editor holds is closely related to his
ability to perceive publisher activity. Having worked at the
Sunday Times, an affiliated group of London Times, for fourteen
years, Harold Evans, as the paper's chief editor, perceived
easily how the publisher interfered in editorial decisions
(Evans 1933). The managing editor of the New York Times could
also perceive how a good piece of news being trimmed down from a
front-page story to a few column inches in an inside page under
the long shadow of the publisher (Talese 1970, P.5). This
researcher's personal experience also supports such a
relationship. As an assistant to the publisher and news editor,
this researcher can perceive more publisher activity than the
other editors in junior positions. Senior editors, because of
the advantage of their positions in the organizational
structure, do see the publisher more frequently and have more
direct contacts with them. Usually the publisher also has to
communicate with them first before he passes the instruction
downwoards to the staff. It is therefore hypothesized that:
HI. In routine and non-routine situations, editors in
higher positions perceive higher frequency of
publisher activity than editors in lower positions.
Table 10a
EDITORS' POSITIONS AND PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATI0NS3
Editors' Positions
Senior Junior
(r= 2 9)( ri= 71)





Chi square=0.52; df=l» P0.05; N.S.
In routine situations, senior editors' perception of
publisher activity is similar. While 51.7% of senior editors
perceive high publisher activity, 48.3% of senior editors
perceive low publisher activity. For the junior editors, a
greater proportion of them tend to perceive higher publisher-
activity. Sixty-two per cent of them perceive high publisher
activity and 33% perceive law activity. Quite contrary to
Hypothesis 1, a greater proportion of junior editors perceive
high frequency of publisher activity (62%) than senior editors
(51.7%).
Table iOfc
EDITORS' POSITIONS AND PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN NGN-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Positions
Se nior Junior
n= 2S' n= 71)





Chi square=0.16; df=i; P0.05; N.S.
In non-routine situations, both senior arid junior editors
perceive higher frequency of publisher activity. More than
three quarters of senior editors (78.6%) perceive high frequency
of publisher activity and 21.4% of them perceive low frequency.
For junior editors, 84.5% perceive high frequency of activity
and 15.5% perceive low frequency. The ratio between senior and
r
junior editors in perceiving high frequency of publisher-
activity is closer in non-routine situations than in routine
situations.
Since the observed differences c r 0 not statistically
significant, Hypothesis 1 is rejected in both routine and
non-routine situations, although more senior editors preceive
higher frequency of publisher activity in non-routine
situations. In routine situations, only 51.7% of senior editors
perceive high frequency of publisher activity. This proportion
rises sharply in non-rou.tine situations to 78.6%. Junior editors
who perceive high frequency of publisher activity, also
increased by 22.5% up to 84.5% in non-routine situations. All
editors, regardless of their positions, perceive higher
frequency of publisher activity in non-routine situations than
in routine situations.
B. Clarity of Instructions
Many senior editors seem to perceive more explicit
instructiqns from publishers than junior editors. The
experience of Harold Evans of London Times, the former news
controller of a Hong Kong television station arid this researcher
seems to support this observation. The reason is that a
publisher has to ensure that his senior editors understand his
intention or instruction clearly so that they know how to make
routine or non-rcu.tine decisions without bothering the
pub 1isher.
H2. In routine and non-rou.tine situations, editors in
higher positions perceive more explicit
instructions from publishers than editors in lower
positions.
Tab 1e i1a
EDITORS' POSITIONS AND CLARITY OF









Chi square=1.00j df= 1; P 0.05 5 N.S.
Table lia shows that most of the senior and junior editors
perceive explicit instructions rather than implicit
instructions. Senior editors have a slightly higher proportion
(32.8%) in perceiving explicit instructions than junior editors
(70.6%). Thp d i -f-f pr phtp hplwppn thprn i c, 1
Table lib
Editors' Positions and Clarity of
Instructions in Non-Routine Situations
Editors' Positions
Senior Junior






Chi square=0.0; df=i; P0.05; N.S
Table lib shows that both senior and junior editors have
more or less the same proportion in perceiving explicit
i nstruc t i oris. Close to 907 of senior editors arid 85.3% of
junior editors perceive explicit instructions.
Hypothesis 2 is rejected. In routine situations, when
82.8% of senior editors perceive explicit instructions, 70.6% of
junior editors indicate that they perceive explicit instructions
too. The difference is 12.2%. In non-rou.11ne situations, the
difference is further reduced to a 0.4%. These seem to show that
positions have little to do with perceived clarity of
i nstruetions, whereas when situations change the proportion of
junior editors perceiving explicit instructions does tend to
increase as the circumstances may require the publisher to
ensure their instructions being clearly understood.
II. EDITORS' POSITIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
Organization scholars suggest that flat organizational
structure provides a wider span of control, which means every
individual editor is most directly answerable to the publisher
(Carzo and Yanou.zas 1969, P.179). This kind of management will
no doubt increase an editor's perceptions of publisher activity
in editorial decision-making. In the tall structure, it
provides a narrower span of control, suggesting an individual
editor answerable to his immediate supervisor. Theoretically,
only the chief editor can perceive publisher activity directly
and frequently. The rest of the editors perceive through
indirect channels except in face-to-face conferences. It is
hypothesized that organizational structures have some effect on
the perception of publisher activity. And on the basis of
assumption of senior positions perceiving higher frequency of
publisher activity, it is hypothesized that senior editors
perceive greater publisher activity in f 1 at structures than in
tall structur es.
H3. In routine and non-routine situations, editors in
higher positions perceive higher frequency of
publisher activity in flat news organizations than
in tall news organization,
Table 12a
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND EDITORS1
POSITIONS BY PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
0rganizational St r uctures
Tall Flat
(n~43) (n-5 7)
Positions Senior -Junior ban i or -Jun i or
Perceived High 40% 57.6% 57.9% 65.3%
Pub 1isher
Activity 4) (19) (li) (.o)
Low 60% 42.4% 42.1% 34.2%
(6) (14) (3) (13)
Chi square=0.37 Chi square=G.0S
df=i; P0.05; N.S. df=l; P0.05; N.S.
In routine situations, publisher activity is perceived
higher in flat structures than in tall structures. And a
greater proportion of junior editors perceive high frequency of
publisher activity than senior editors in tall and flat
structures. Four out of ten'senior editors perceive high
frequency of publisher activity in the tall structures. The
proportion jumps to 57.9% in the flat structures. The proportion
of junior editors who perceive h i g h f r e q u ency of publisher-
activity rises to 65.3% in flat structures from 57.6% in tall
structures. In tall structures, junior editors have greater-
proportion than senior editors in perceiving high frequency of
publisher activtiy. In flat structures, a greater proportion of
junior editors than senior editors perceive high frequency of
publisher activity.
Table 12b
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND EDITORS'
POSITIONS BY PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN NGN-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
0rqanizaticnal St ruc tures
Tall Flat
( n --42)( n= 5 7)
Position Senior Junior Senior Junior-
Perceived High 55.6% 73.8% 39.5% 89.5%
Pub 1isher
Activity (5) (26) (17)) (34)
Low 44.4% 21.2% 10.5% 10.5%
( 4)( 7)( 2)( 4)
Chi square=0.95; Chi square=0.0;
df=i; P0.05; N.s. df=i; p0.05; N.s.
In non-routine situations, both sen i or and j u. n i or editors
perceive higher frequency of publisher activity in flat
structures than in tall structures. And more junior editors
perceive high frequency of pub1isher activity than senior
editors in tall structures. There are 39.5% of senior editors
perceiving high frequency of publisher activity in the flat
structures compared with 55.6% in the tall structures. The
percentage of junior editors perceiving high frequency of
publisher activity rises by 10.7% from tall to flat structures.
In all, nearly 90% of the editors in flat structures perceive-
high frequency of publisher activity compared with 10.5% of the
editors who perceive low activity. The situation in the tall
structures is more moderate than that in the flat structures.
Senior editors are split among themselves in perceiving high and
low frequency of publisher activity. Junior editors, however,
are quite different? a greater proportion of them (78,S%)
perceive high frequency of publisher activity and only 21,2%
perceive low frequency of p ub1is he r ac tivit y.
Although Hypothesis 3 is not supported, table 12a and 12b
suggest that, editors in flat organizational structures do
perceive more publisher activity than editors in tali structures
and in routine situations more junior editors than senior-
editors in both flat and tall structures perceive more publisher
activity. This phenomenon warrants further research attention.
B. Clarity of Instructions
In Hypothesis 3, senior editors are hypothesized to
perceive higher frequency of publisher activity in flat
structures than in tall structure, it is further assumed as
senior editors have more opportunities to interact with their
publishers, this same pattern should also hold in their-
percept ion of more explicit instructions. Thus, the following
hypothesis is proposed.
H4, In routine and non-routine situations, editors in
higher positions perceive more explicit
instructions in flat structure than in tall
s t r u. cture.
Table 13a
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES' AND EDITORS' POSITIONS
BY CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
0 rganizationa1 31ruct ur es
Tall Flat
( n= 4 2( ri= 5 5)
Positions senior junior senior junior
Exp licit 90% 68.8% 78.9% 72.2%
Clarity of
Instructions (9) (22)) (15) (26)
Implicit 10% 31.2% 21.1% 27.8%
(i) (10) (4) (10)
Chi square-0.S5024 Chi square-Q.04794;
df= i; P0.05; N.S. d f= 1; P0.05; N.S.
In routine situations, more senior editors perceive
explicit instructions in tall structures (90%) than in flat
structures (78.9%). The pattern for junior editors is just the
other way round. Slightly higher proportion of junior editors
(72.2%) perceive explicit instructions in flat instructures than
in tall structures (68.8%). And senior editors perceive more
explicit instructions than junior editors in both tall and flat
structures. The proportion of senior editors who perceive
explicit instructions is 90% against 68.3% of junior editors in
tall structure. In flat structures, 78.9% of senior editors
perceive explicit instructions against 72.2% of junior editors.
The difference between senior and junior editors in tall
structure (21.2%) is much larger than the difference (6.7%)
between them in flat s truc tures.
Table 13b
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES AND EDITORS' POSITIONS
BY CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Organ i za.t i onal Structures
Tall Flat
(n-41) n= 5 5)
Positions Senior -Junior Sen i r -Ju.n i or
Explicit 79.8% 81.3% 89.5% 83.9%
Clarity of
Instructions (7) (26) (17) (32)
Implicit 22.2% 18.7% 10.5% 11.1%
(2) (6) (2) (4)
Chi squ.are=0.0; Chi square=0.0
df= i; P0.05; n.s. df= l; P0,05; N.s.
In riori-rcutine situations, editors perceive more explicit
instructions in flat structures than in tall structures. In
tall structures, junior editors perceive slightly more explicit
instructions than senior editors but vice versa in flat
structures. The proportion of senior editors perceiving
explicit instructions is 79.3% against 31.3% of junior editors
in tall structure. In flat structure, 39.5% of senior editors
perceive explicit instructions against 88.9% of junior editors.
The differences between senior editors and junior editors in
tall and flat structures are 1.5% and 0.6% respectively. There
is no statistically significant difference between senior and
junior editors in tall and flat structures whatsoever.
Hypothesis 4 is rejected. Editors' perceptions in tall and
flat structures under routine and ri n- r u t i n e situations are
largely different. In a tall structure under a routine
situation, there is a wide difference (21.2%) in perceiving
explicit instructions between senior and junior editors. In a
flat structure, the difference is only 6.7%. But under
non-routine situations, all differences in tall and flat
structures are further eliminated. The difference in tall
structure is reduced to 1.5%. The difference in flat structure
is reduced to 0.6%.
III. EDITORS’ CAREER ORIENTATIONS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
Cantor’s study of TV producers found that different career 
orientations result, in different attitudes towards interference 
in production (Wright 1975, P.70;. In the case of editors, the
professionally-or i entated editors may be very sensitive to any 
publisher activity. He may find if hard to bear with such 
activity in editoiral decisic n m a k i n q . H e w ill t hi e n n a t u rail y 
perceive more publisher activity. For the non -prof ess i onal 
editors, partiai.larly the j cb-or i en ted editors, they will carry­
out what the boss tells them to do (Seemann 1972, P .141) and do 
not regard it as a. kind of publisher activity.
H5 . In r-ou. t i n e an d no n - rou t ine sit u a t i o n s ,
professionally- oriented editors perceive higher 
frequency of publisher activity than non - 
professionally oriented editors.
Table 14 a.
EDITORS’ CAREER ORIENTATIONS AND PERCEIVED 
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors’ Career Orientations
Job Interest Professional
( n-22) ( n~65) (n=l1)
Perceived High 50% 56.9% 81.8%
Pub 1isher
Activity (11) (37) (9)
Low 50% 43.1% 13.2%
* r
ill) (23) (2)
Chi square=3.17; df=2; P>0.05; N.S.
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I ri routine siutations, among editors of different types of
career orientations, the professionally-oriented editors have
the greatest proportion in perceiving high frequency of
publisher activity. Over 30% of professionally-oriented editors
perceive high frequency of publisher activity against 13.2% in
low perception. The interest-orien ted writer-editors are the
second largest group in perceiving high frequency of publisher-
activity. Well over 50% of writer-editors perceive high
frequency of publisher activity, and 43.1% of them perceive low
frequency of publisher activity. For job-oriented editors, far-
fewer of them perceive high -frequency of publisher activity.
Half of them perceive high publisher activity and half- of them
perceive low frequency of publisher activity.
Table 14b
. EDITORS' CAREER ORIENTATIONS AND PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Caree r Urie ntation s
Job Interest Professional
(n= 2 2) (n= 64) (n=li)
Perce i ved H i gh 31. 3% 32. 3%. 90. 9%
Pub 1isher
Activity (13) (53) (10)
Low 13.2% 17.2% 9.1%
(4) (11) (1)
Chi squ.are=0.50j df=2; P0.05» N.S.
In non-routine situations, the editors o-f all three
types of career orientations increase their proportion of
perceiving high frequency of publisher activity.
Professione. 11y-oriented editors increase from 81.3% to 90.9%.
Interest-oriented writer-editors increase f ram 56.9% to 82,8%.
Job-oriented editors increase from 50.0% to Si.8%. The
differences among the three types are greatly narrowed. The
range of difference is only 9.1% from professional ly-or ierited to
job-oriented editors. In routine situations, the range of
difference is 31.8%.
Hypothes i. s 5 c a nnot be verified. Although professionally-
oriented editors have a greater proportion in perceiving high
activity than non-professionally-oriented editors in routine
situations, the total number of professionally-oriented editors
is alarmingly small.
B. Clarity of Instructions
As professionally-oriented editors cherish more highly
journalistic goals and values, their tolerance for publisher-
activity in editorial decision-making is expected to be low.
Being sensitive to publisher activity, they may regard any
instruction from the publisher as explicit.
Non-professional ly-or ierited editors are less sensitive in
this area. From the publisher's point of view, he gets to make
his view clearly known to professions.IIy—oriented editors
otherwise they may n o t foliow his ins t ructions. Fa r
non-professional ly-oriented editors, the pu.b i i sher knows they
care about their rice bowls first, so they w ill follow any hints
8
from publisher. No explicit i nstruction is needed in this case.
It is t h u. s h y p □ t h e s i z e d *.
H6, In routine and non-routine situations,
professionally-or iented editors perceive more 
expl icit i nst r u c tions t ha n n o n -profess i o n a. 1 1 y - 
oriented editors.
Table 15a
EDITORS7 CAREER ORIENTATIONS AND CLARITY 
OF INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors’ Career Orientations 
Job Interest Professiana1
explicit o3. £>% 74 « 2« 90* 9%
Clarity of
Instruction (14) (46) (10)
Irnp 1 i c i t 36.4% 25.8% 9.1 %
(8) (16)) (1)
Chi square~3.83j df=2; P>0.05; N.S.
In routine situations, professionally-orierited editors 
have the highest proportions in perceiving explicit 
instructions. Interest-oriented writer-editors rank second and 
job-oriented editors third. There are wide differences among
-r
the proportions of these three types of editors. The difference 
in the proportion of perceiving explicit instructions between
\
/ i
prof ess i onal 1 y-or i erited end job-oriented editors is 27.3%. The
difference between professional and i r; teres t--or ientsd editors is
16.7%.
Table 15b
EDITORS7 CAREER ORIENTATIONS AND CLARITY
OF INSTRUCTIONS IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Ed i tor s 7 Career Or i en t a. c. ion
Job Interest Professional
(n= 21) in= 62) (n= 11)
Explicit 8I% S3.9% 100%
Clarity of
Instruction (17) (52) (11)
I rnp licit 19% i 6. 1% 0%
(4) (10) (0)
Chi square=2.28; Df=2; P0.05; M.S.
In non-routine situations, ail of the professionally-
oriented editors perceive explicit instructions. Over 80% of the
interest-oriented and job-oriented editors perceive explicit
instructions. The differences among the types of editors in
perceiving explicit instruction are narrow. There is only 2.9%
difference between job and interest-oriented editors. The
difference between professionally and interest-oriented editors
is 16.1%.
H6 cannot be verified, although professional ly-or ierited
editors have the highest proportion in perceiving explicit
instruetions in both routine and non-routine situations. In
routine situations, 90.9% o-f professional ly-oriented editors
perceive explicit instructions, while in non-routine
situations, the percentage rises to 100%. The other two types
of editors, job-oriented and'interest-oriented, show less
extreme distribution on explicit and implicit instructions
in routine situations. But in nori-routine situations, the
proportions of non-professionally-orientsd editors in perceiving
explicit instructioris also increase in the same way as
professionally-oriented editors.
Chapter 6
'EDITORS5 SOCIALIZATION IN 
ORGANIZATION AND PUBLISHERS5 ACTIVITIES
This c h ap t a r p r 0 s e n t s f i n d i n g s o n t h 0 r e i a. 1 1 o n s h 1 p b & t-w0 0 n 
editors’ socialization in organ i za.t i on a.i pei cept 1 on cf 
pub 1 is h sr s ’ act iviti&s, A g a 1 n , n o s t a. t i s 1i c a. 1 .1 > s 1 3 n 1 i ica n t 
d i fferences h a v 0 b e e n f o u. n d .
I. SOCIALIZATION AND PUBLISHER ACT ILIT Y
A . Perceived P u. b I i sh0 r A ct i v i ty
Warr 0n Breed <1955, P .3 33) obs0rva s that wh0n q n& joins an 
organization, one w ill begradua. 1 1 y soc i a. 1 i zed by t ri0 
organization. Breed classifies this see 1ali zaticn process into 
three stages in terms of one’s length of service. ? .oa longer- 
one serves in an organ i 7. at i on , the mo; •. • -:• '-sr.ee he g^ -i ns in 
enabl i ng h i rn t. o u n dsrsta n d a n d t g -a a r c -1 1 c e w h a t is : a.p p e n i n g in 
the o r g an i z at i o n . It is, t h e r e f o r e , n y p o t h e s 1 z & a t h a t t h e 
longer an editor has served in an organ i zat i o n , the higher the 
publisher activity being perceived.
H 7 . In routine and n o n - r out i ns si t u. a t ions, e d i tors with 
longer service tend to perceive higher frequency of 





EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors1 Length of Service
Long Short
(n—34) (n=63)





Chi 5qusre=0.05; df=i; P0.05» M.S.
In routine siutations, Table 16a shows little difference
between editors of long and short service in perceiving
frequency of publisher activity. Six out of ten editors of long
service perceive high frequency of publisher activity. The
proportion of editors of short service to perceive high
frequency of publisher activity is 57.1%. The difference
between the two groups is only 4.7%.
Table 16 fa
EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Length of Service
Long Short
( ri~ 3 4)( ri= 6 2)





Chi square=0.0; df=i P0.05; N.S.
In non-routine situations, Table i.6b shews that there is
only 0.17o difference between long and short service editors in
perceiving high frequency of publisher s.ctivtiy. The proportion
of long service editors to perceive high frequency of publisher-
activity is 82.4%, The proportion of short service editors to
perceive high frequency of publisher activity is 82.3%.
Hypothesis 7 cannot be verified. Editors, either with 1ong
or short service, have more or less the same proportions in
perceiving publisher activity. In non-routine situations, the
difference of perceiveing high frequency of publisher activity
among long and short service edtiors is further reduced.
B, Clarity of Ins t ruc tions
On the process of socialization in news organization, Breed
(1955) mentions that long service editors know more newspaper-
policy than short service editors. This researcher further
deduces from Breed's study that 'know more' shall include
perceiving more explicit instructions. Since some publishers may
not give explicit instructions everyday, They may give explicit
instructions occasionally. Long service editors may have more
opportunities to perceive explicit instructions than short
service editors.
HS. In routine and non-routine situations, editors with
long service tend to perceive more explicit
i nstructior.s than editors with shorter service.
Table 17a
EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND CLARITY
OF INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
E dit cr5 7 L e ngth of S e rvice
L o n g b h o r t
( n= 3 2)( n= 6 2)
Explicit 78.1% 71%




Chi s quare-0.24 5 df= l; FQ.05? N.S.
In routine situations, Table 17a shows that editors,
regardless of their length of service, perceive more explicit
than implicit instructions. Long service editors, (78. 1%)
perceive slightly more explicit instructions than short service
editors (71%). The difference, only 7.1%, however, is not
statistical 1y significant.
Table 17b
EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND CLARITY
OF INSTRUCTIONS IN WON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Length of Service
Long S hort
( n= 3 2)( n=61)
Explicit 90.6% 82%
Clarity of (29) (50)
Instruction
Irnp licit 9.4% 18%
(3) (11)
Chi square=0.64; d f= 15 P 0.0 5; N. b.
In non-routine situations, Table 17b shows that proportions
of editors perceiving explicit instructions has increased than
that in routine situations. Wine out of ten long-service
editors perceive explicit instructions whereas eight out of ten
short-service editors perceive explicit instructions too. The
difference between long and short service editors in perceiving
explicit instructions is 8,6%.
H8 is not retained. The findings suggest that both
long-service and short-service editors perceive more explicit
instructions than implicit instructions in both routineand
non-routine situations.
II. LENGTH OF SERVICE AMD MEDIA EXPERIENCE
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
While an editor's socialization in an organization may
influence his perception, it should not be limited to this news
organization per se. Seemann (1971 j P. 2? 7 £3) a rgues that
socialization does not start from the newsroom as a black
reporter may have been well socialized before he joins a
particular black newspaper. He may already uphold certain
values and goals similar to the policy of the black daily. In
other words, editors' socialization in fact has started from
other places and in other newsrooms. Thus one's experience in
other media may enable him to learn fast and easily the rules
and operation of the machinery of the present news organization,
although one's service i ri this organization may not be long.
There-fore, it becomes meaningful for us to test whether one's
experience in other media will intervene in one's perception of
publisher activity.
H9. In routine and non-routine situations, editors with
long service in present news organizations and with
more media experience in other news organizations
perceive higher frequency of publisher activity than
those with short service and less media experience.
Table iSa
EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND MEDIA
EXPERIENCE BY PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Media Experience
More Media Less Media
Experience Experience
n=45) (n=52)
Length of Long Short Long Short
Service
High 57.1% 67.7% 65% 46.9%
Perceived
Publisher (3) (21) (13) (15)
Ac tivity
Low 42.9% 32.3% 35% 53.1%
(6) (10) (7) (17)
Chi 5quare=0.12; Chi square=0.97;
d f= l; P 0. 05; M.S.. d f= l; p0.05; N.S,
In routine situations, Table 13a shows a great difference
between more media experience and less media experience of short
service editors. It means that more than 20.3% of editors with
short service but more media experience perceive high frequency
of publisher activity than short service editors without much
media experience. For long service editors, media experience
does not have any effect inperceiving high frequency or
publisher activity. The difference between long and short
service editors in p©rceiving high f requency of publish©r
activity is 7.9%„
Table 13b
EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND NEDIA
EXPERIENCE BY PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN N0N-R0UTINESITUATION5
Editors' Med i a. Experience
More Media Less Media.
E x p e rienc e Experienc e
( ri=4 4) (n=52)
Length Gf Long Short Long Short
Service
High 85.7% 86.7% 80% 78.i%
Perceived
Publisher (12) (26) (16) (25)
Ac tivity
Low 14.3% 13.3% 20% 21.. 9%
(2) (4) (4) (7)
Chi square-O.0; Chi square=0.0
df= 1; P0.05; N.s. df= l; po.05; N.s.
In non-routine situations, Table 18b shows no statistically
significant difference between the editor's length of service
r and media experience in perceiving frequency of publisher-
activity. The difference of perceiving high frequency of
publisher activity 79 between more media experience and le=>s 
media experience of long service editors is b,7%. The 
difference between more media experience and less media 
experience of short service editors is 8*6%, All editors have 
perceived a proportion of around 80% high frequency of publisher- 
activity in non-routine situations. Hypothesis 7 cannot be 
verified. An editor’s media
experience has no i n t sr ven 1 ng ef f ec t s on per ce i ved pub i i sher
activity by editors’ length of service, Editors who have more
media experience does enable them t o p e r c s i v e h i g h f r- e q u e n c y o f
publisher activity in routine situations although they oniy have
s hart se r v i c e in pres e n t n ews o r- g a n i 2 a. t ions. ! i«e pi-upor i iun of
v
p e r c e i v i n g high f r e q u e n c y of publish a -1'- b c t i v i t y of short service 
with more media experience editors is 67.7% against 46.9% of 
short service with less media experience ed i tors.
B..Clarity of Instructions
An editor with more media experience will usually have 
learned more about news operations in other news organizations. 
Such experience is, of course, counted toward one’s process of 
socialization. If one has more mea i a experience in addition to 
having long service in the present news organ 1 zat i on, he may 
perceive more explicit instruction than those with shorter media 
experience. It is hypothesized that;
' r
HiO. In routine and non-routine situations, ec 1 tors with 
longer service.and more media experience tend to 
perceive explicit instruct ions than those with 
shorter service and more media experience.
O  t .w  I
Table 19a
EDITORS’ LENGTH OF SERVICE AND MEDIA EXPERIENCE 
BY CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editore’ Media Experience
More Media Less Medi a
Experience Experience
Length of ( n ~ 4 4 ) ' ri~ 1
Service Long Short Long Short
Explicit. 76.9% 71% 78,9% 71%
Clarity of
i net rue t i on ( i 0) (26) M. o ) ;
Implicit 23.1% 29% 21.1% 29%
( 3 ) ( 9 ) ( 4 ) 1 9 )
Ch i square~Q . 00 ; Chi square=0 . OS ; 
df = i; P>0.05; N.S. df =■ i ; P>0.05; N . S .
In routine situations, Table 19a shows no statistically 
s i gn i f icant difference whatsoever in terms of an editor =» length 
of service and media experience in perceiving the clarity of 
publisher instructions. For long service and more media 
experience editors, 76.9% of them perceive explicit 
instruct ions. For long service and less media experience 
editors, 78.9% of them perceive, explicit instructions. For 
short-service but with more media experience and 1 ess-wedla- 
exper i ence editors, their perceptions o f explicit i ns t rue t i oris 





EDITORS' LENGTH OF SERVICE AND MEDIA EXPERIENCE BY
CLARITY OF INSTRUCTION IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Ed i tors' Med i a. Exper 1 ence
More Media Leas Media
E x p e r i e n c e E x p e r i e n c e
( n= 4 4)( n= 4 9)
Lerigt h af Serv i ce bong Shar t Lang Shar t,
Explicit 92,9% 86.7% 88.9% 77,4%
C 1 ari t y of
Instruct ion (13) (26) (16) (24)
Implicit 7.1% i3,3% i1« i% 22. 6%
( 1) (4) (2)(?)
Chi square—0.00; Chi square=0.38;
df= l; p0.05; N.s. df= 1; P0.05; N.s.
In non-routine situations, Table 19b shows again no
statistically significant difference in terms of an editor's
length of service and media experience. The difference of long
service editors between more media-experience and. less
media-experience is only 4%, whereas difference of short-service
editors between more media-experienee and less media-experience
is 9.3%. H10 cannot be verified. This finding shows that an
editor's media experience has; no intervening effect on the
perception of the clarity of publisher instructions.
Chapter 7
EDITORS' ASSESSMENT OF PUBLISHERS
AND PUBLISHERS' ACTIVITIES
Chapter 2 and 3 have discussed the possible impact of
editors' assessment of publishers-- in terms of esteem held for
publishers, congruence with publishers' political views, and
perceived publisher's editorial experience~~ on the frequencies
of perceived publisher activity and clarity of publisher's
instructions. Findings about these relationships are presented
in this chapter.
I. ESTEEM HELD FOR PUBLISHERS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
Esteem is one of the variables that Breed (1955, P.330)
attributes to the presence of pro-pub 1isher editors in a news
organization. Anderson and Murdoch (1977, P.16) suggest that the
publisher will select editors with whom they feel
philosophically compatible. Stark's case study also concurs
that only the pro-pub 1isher journalist will be appointed as
editor so as to implement the publishers's policy with ease
(Elliott 1977, P.158). Esteem is one of the factors that figures
prominently in an editor's pro-pub 1isher attitute, which in turn
may contribute to this editor's promotion to a higher position.
If higher position can perceive higher frequency of publisher's
activity, it then follows that editors who hold their publishers
in higher esteem perceive higher frequency of publisher
activity.
Hll. In routine and non-routine situations, editors who
hold publisher in high esteem perceive higher-
frequency of publisher activity than editors who
hold publisher in low esteem.
Table 20a
EDITORS' ESTEEM FOR PUBLISHER AND PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Esteem for Publisher-
High Low No Opinion
(n~50) (n-i4) (n=34)
High 62% 71.4% 50%
Perceived
Publisher (31) (10) (17)
Activity
Low 38% 28.6% 50%
(19) (4) (17)
chi 5auare=2.22; df=2; P0.05? N.S,
Table 20a shows that in routine situations, 62% of the
editors who hold high esteem for the publisher perceive high
frequency of publisher activity. And 71.4% of editors who hold
low esteem for the publisher perceive even higher frequency of
publisher activity. For eidtors who do not express their
stands, they split equ 3. 11yin perceiving high and low frequency
of publisher activity. Differences in the preception by these
three groups of editors, however, are not statistically
significant.
Table 20b
EDITORS' ESTEEM FOR PUBLISHER AND PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Esteem for Publisher
High Low No Opinion
(n= 50)(n-14) (n-33)
High 84% 78.6% 81.8%
Perceived
Publisher (42) (11) (27)
Activity
Low 16%% 21.4% 18.2%
(8)( 3)( 6)
Chi square-0.23; Df=2i P0.05, N.S.
Table 20b shows that in non-routine situations,most editors
perceive high frequency of publisher activity regardless of the
degree of esteem held for the publisher. Among them, 84% of the
editors who hold high esteem for the publisher perceive high
frequency of publisher activity. For editors who hold low
esteem for the publisher, the proportion perceiving high
frequency of publisher activity is 78.6%. For editors who have
not expressed their views, 81.8% of them perceive high frequency
of publisher activity. Hypothesis 11 cannot be supported.
B. Clarity of Instructions
Bakkes (1953, P.21) observes that the relationship between
people is a kind of reciprocal acceptance. In this context,
when an editor regards his publisher as a paternalistic
employer, this editor will be regarded by the publisher as a
childlike employee. Thus, if an editor holds his publisher in
high esteem, ther would be a mutual acceptance between the
editor and the publisher. Under such circumstances, these
editors arid their publishers would be expected to be in frequent
direct exchanges of opinions. Thus they would have more
opportunities to perceive explicit publisher instructions than
those editors with lew esteem for their publishers as the latter
would shun any exchanges or contacts with the publishers.
HI2. In routine arid non-routine situations, editors who
hold publisher in high esteem perceive explicit
i ritrnrtions frorn then pub1isher.
Table 21 a
EDITORS' ESTEEM FOR PUBLISHER AMD CLARITY
OF INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Esteem far Publisher-
High Low No Opinion
(n= 41) (n= 14) (n=34)
Explicit 91.7% 57.1% 55.9%
clarity of (44) (8) (19)
Instruct ion
Implicit 8.3% 42.9% 44.1%
(4) (6) (15)
Chi squar=15.63, df=2; P<0.05; N.S.
Table 21a shows that in routine situations, a greater
proportion of editors holding publishers in high esteem percei
explicit publisher instructions than editors holding low estee
for publishers (57., 1%) or expressing no opinion towards the
publisher (55=9%). For editors who hold low esteem for
publishers and those who do not express their views, the
proportions perceiving explicit publisher instructions do not
differ as much as those perceiving implicit publisher
instructions. For these groups of editors, each Df which has
little more than 55% to perceive explicit publisher
i nst r uc t i ons. The Chi-square is 15.63 arid the level of
significance is 0.0004, a highly significant statistic. Yet,
the value in one of the six cells is below five, making the
statistic speculative.
Tab 1e 21b
EDITORS' ESTEEM FOR PUBLISHER AND CLARIT
nc TMCTDIirTTnMC TM Kin M— Dm IT T MC CTTI I A T T f~l M
Editors' Esteem for Pub II she
High Law No Opinion
(n=50 (n= 13) (n=32)
E xplicit 98% 61.5% 75%
Clarity of
Instruction (49) (3) (24)
I rnp 1 i c i t 2% 38. 5% 25%
( 1) (5) (8)
Chi square=14.96; df~2; P0.05j N.S.
In non-routine situations, again, editors with high esteem
for publishers out-number editors with low esteem or no opinion
for publishers in perceiving explicit publisher instructioris.
A1 most a. hun dred per cen t of the ed i tor s( 9S%) w i th high esteern
for their publishers perceive explicit publisher i instruct ions.
For editors with low esteem for their pub 1 i slier s, 61.5% of them
perceive explicit publisher instructions in nan-routine
s 11uc.tiens. For- those who do not shc W St an ds, three out of four-
perceive explicit publisher instructions. The Chi-square is
14.96, statistically significant at 0,0006. However since the
value in one of the six cells is below 5, making the acceptance
of the hypothesis risky.
II. CONGRUENCE WITH THE PUBLISHER'S POLITICAL VIEWS
A. Perceived Publisher Activity
The reasons that editors who are congrue nt wit h t he
publisher's political views will be promoted to a senior-
position have been given by Anderson and Murdoch (1977) and
Stark (Elliott 1977, P.58). Seemann (1971, P.276) records that
when a. journalist is about to join a newspaper, he will have
identified himself with the newspaper policy. In Hong Kong, when
one joined a particular newspaper in the period from 40's to the
60's that saw political struggles between the Nationalists and
the Communists, one would have to consider whether one is in
line with the political stand of the paper. It was particularly
t r u e  in the r i o t o u s  year- of 1967 w h e n  a. n e w s p a p e r ' s  p o l i t i c a l  
s t a n d  b e c a m e  t h e  s t i g m a  of all its p e r s o n n e l .  P e o p l e  even j u d g e d  
o n e  as a leftist, r i g h t i s t  or n e u t r a l  by the p o l i t i c a l  st a n d  of 
t h e  n e w s p a p e r  o n e  read. A l t h o u g h  the a b o v e - m e n  t i oned s i t u a t i o n s  
h a v e  s i n c e  c h a n g e d  c o n s i d e r a b l y ,  n e w s  p e o p l e  still hav,e to g i v e  
a s e c o n d  t h o u g h t  w h i l e  j o i n i n g  s o m e  p o l i t i c a l  n e w s p a p e r s .  In 
the c a s e  of a c o m m e r c i a l  Ch i n e s e ~ 1a n g u a g e  n e w s p a p e r ,  this, 
r e s e a r c h e r  k n o w s  tha t  s o m e  j o u r n a l i s t s  still take? the c o n g r u e n c e  
w i t h  t h e  p u b l i s h e r ’s p o l i t i c a l  v i e w s  into a c c o u n t  w h e n  they are 
g a u g i n g  the r e w a r d s  f r o m  a n e w s p a p e r .  Thi s  local p o l i t i c a l  
b a c k g r o u n d  has t h u s  m a d e  w o r t h y  t e s t i n g  H y p o  tries is 13.
H 1 3 , In r o u t i n e  and n o n - r o u t  i ne s i t u a t i o n s ,  e d i t o r s  who 
ar e c o n g  r u cnt w 11 h t he p u b 1 i sher 7 s p o l i t i c a l  v i e w s  
p e r c e i v i n g  hi g h e r- f re q u e r; c >• of p u bl is h e r a c t i v i t y 
t h a r t h o s e  w h c a r e r. o t .
T a b l e  2 2 a
E D I T O R S ’ C O N G R U E N C E  W I T H  P U B L I S H E R ’S 
P O L I T I C A L  V I E W S  AND P E R C E I V E D  P U B L I S H E R  
A C T I V I T Y  IN R O U T I N E  S I T U A T I O N S
E d i t o r s ’ C o n g r u e n c e  With 
P u b l i s h e r ’s P o l i t i c a l  V i e w s
C o n g r u e n t  Not C o n g r u e n t  No O p i n i o n
(n ~ 3 7) (n = 3 7) <n=24)
H igh 6 7 . 6 % 5 6 . 8% 4 5 . 8 %
P e r c e i v e d
P u b l i s h e r  (25) (21) (11)
A c t i v i t y
Lo w  3 2 . 4 %  4 3 . 2 %  5 4 . 2 %
(12) (16) (13)
Chi s q u a r e = 2 .37; df=2; P>0.05; N.S.
90 1
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Table 22a. shows that in routine situations nearly seven out 
of ten editors, who are congruent with their publisher's 
political views, perceive high frequent:)' of publisher activity. 
Slightly over half of tine editors, who are not congruent with 
their publishers in political views, penceived high frequency of 
publisher activity. The difference between them is 10.8%. The 
proportion of editors who show no stands perceiving high 
f req u e r. c y o T ;; u b 1 i s h e r a c t i v i t y is 45.8 %.
Table 22b
EDITORS’ CONGRUENCE WITH PUBLISHER'S 
POLITICAL VIEWS AND PERCEIVED PUBLISHER 
ACTIVITY IN N0N-R0UTINE SITUATIONS
Edit o r s ’ C a n g r u. e n c e w i t h 
Publisher's Political Views
Congruent Not Congruent No Opinion
( n 3 6 ) \ n "37 ) <n=24)
High S3.?% . "8.4% 79.2%
Perceived
Publisher (32) i2y) \i9)
Activity
Low 11.1% 21.6% 10.3%
( 4 ) ( 8 ) ( 5 )
Chi square=1.63; d f ~ 2 ; P >0.055 N*S.
Table 22b shows that in general an greater proportion of 
editors perceive high frequency of publisher activity in 
non-routine situations. Close to 90% of editors who are 
congruent with their publisher’s political views perceive high 
frequency of publisher activity in non-routine situations.
Almost eight out of ten editors who are not congruent with their-
\
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publisher’s political views perceive High frequency of publisher- 
activity. So are the editors who have g i ven no opinion on their 
publisher’s political views.
Hypothesis 13 cannot be verified. Editors who are congruent 
with the publisher’s political views have higher proportions 
both in routine and non ~ rout ine situations in perceiving nigh 
frequency of publisher activity than " i r, congruent" editors. But 
the differences are not statistically significant.1
B. Clarity of Instructions
Publishers of commercial Ch i nese~1anguage newspapers 
reiterate the policy of n e u. t r a 1 s t a n c o b e t w e e n 1 e f 1 1 s t s a n d 
rightists. ' T h e y ap p o i n t c h i e f e d i to r s v e r y c a r e f u. 1 i y t o e n s u r e 
that these editors will carry out their politically neutral, 
policy. Stark (Elliott 1977, P.153) also remarks that the
appointment of the senior post will go to someone who holds the 
same ideology or view as the publisher-. Since publishers and 
their senior editors are most likely to be congruent in their- 
political views, the publishers may find it unnecessary to hide 
their intentions and feel less constrained in conveying their 
instructions. It is hypothesized that the congruence with the 
publisher’s political views constitutes an element for editors 
to perceive explicit i r. struct i a n s .
HI 4. In routine and non-routine situations, editors whose 
,,, political views are congruent with their publisher’s
perceive more explicit instructions than those whose 
political views are net congruent with their 
pub 1isher’s.
' 9 2  .
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Table 23a
EDITORS' PERCEIVED CONGRUENCE WITH
PUBLISHER'S P0 LITIC A L VIE WS AN D C L A RITY 0F
INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Congruence with
Pubiisher1s Pcliticai Views
Congruent Not Congruent No Opinion
( n= 3 5)( n= 3 7) (ri= 24)
Exp 1 i c i t 82. 9% 73% 62-. 5%
C 1 a. r i t y c f
Instruction; 29) .27) (15)
Implicit 17-1% 27% 37.5%
(6) (10) (9)
Chi square=3.09j df= 2 5 P0.05; N.S.
In r du t ine sit u. a. t ions, editors w h ose political v i e w s ar e
congruent with their publishers', 82.9% perceive explicit
instructions, or a 9-9% higher than editors whose political
views are net congruent with their publishers' but perceive
explicit instructions. For t hose who dc not want to revea1
their stands, 62,5% perceive explicit instructions.
T a. b 1 s o b
EDITORS' PERCEIVED CONGRUENCE WITH
PUBLISHER'S POLITICAL VIEWS AND CLARITY OF
INSTRUCTIONS IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editors' Congruence With
Publisher's Political Views
Congruent Not Congruent No Opinion
( n= 3 5)( n= 3 6)( n= 2 4)
Explicit 91. 47c 80,6% 83.3%
r
Clarity of (32) (29) (20)
Instruction
I rnp licit 3. 6% 19.4% 16. 7%
(3)(?) (4)
Chi s quare=1.76; df=2; P0.05j N.S.
Nine out of ten editors, who are congruent with their
publisher's political views perceive explicit instructions.
Eight out of ten editors who are either incongruent with their
publisher's political views or show no stands perceive explicit
instructions. The difference' between congruent- and
incongruent editors in perceiving explicit instructions is
10.8%, while the difference between incongruent editors and
editors with no opinions in perceiving explicit instructions is
2.7% The difference among the three types of editors in
perceiving explicit instructions is not statisticalIy
significant and therefore H14 is rejected. It seems that editors
are used to perceiving explicit instructions rather than
implicit irstructians in fcoth routine and non-routine
situations.
III. PERCE IVED PUBLISHER13 EDITOR IAL EXPERIENCE
A. Perceived Pub1isher Activity
Anderson and Murdock (1977) suggest that a publisher with
editorial experience does not involve himself in editaria1
decisions. Constrained by jourrial istic ethics, he knows that by
involving himself in editorial decisions, he will arouse
dissatisfaction among journalists.
In Hong Kong, this researcher's experience and interviews
with editors show; that the opposite may be true, as publishers
with editorial experience may feel more competent and confident
in involving thernse1ves in editoria1 decision s and many of the
Hong Kong journali st s are not so much pr u  f c 5 3 1 O 11 n 1 1 y oriented as 
their Western counterparts. The more editorial experience a 
publisher has, the higher frequency of publisher activity is to 
be perceived by his subordinates. Hypothesis 15, therefore, is - 
set to test this aspect.
H15. In routine and non - rou.t 1 ne situations, publishers 
with editorial ex p e r 1e n c s are per c e i v ed t o n av e 
higher frequency of activity i n editorial decisions 
than publishers without editorial superience.
Table 24a
PERCEIVED PUBLISHER’S EDITORIAL 
EXPERIENCE AND PERCEIVED PUBLISHER 
ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
P e r c e i v e d P u b 1 i s h e r T s 
Editorial E xperien c e 
Yes No
( n~63 ) (r:=26)





Chi squ.ar e=o . 67 ; df = i» P >0.05 ; M.S.
In routine situations, over half (57%) of the editors 
perceive higher frequency of publisher activity in editorial 
decisions from an experienced publisher, while sever, out of ten 
editors, who perceive their publishers to have no editorial 




EXPERIENCE AND PERCEIVED PUBLISHER
ACTIVITY IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Editorial E xprience
Yea No
r»= 63~( n= 20)





Chi square~0„28; df= i; P 0.0 5; N.S.
In non-routine situations, Table 24b shows that almost nine
out of ten editors, who perceive their publishers as having
editorial experience find high fre quen c af activit y wher eas 8 0%
cf the editors who perceive their publishers as inexperienced in
editorial matters find hiqh frequency of publisher activity.
Hypothesis .15 is therefore rejected, Table 24a shows that
in routine situations publishers with, no ediorial experience
are preceived to have higher frequency of activity in editorial
decisions than publishers with editorial experience. But in
non-routine situations, pub1ishers with editerial experience
have slightly higer activity than publishere with no editorial
experience. Experienced pub 1ishers, as perceived b editors, are
more active i n non-routine situstions then in reutine
situations. The difference between two situations is as wide as
30.2%. On the con tra ry, pub1ishers with no editorial experience
are perceived to be more active in routine situations than in
non-routine situations.
B. Clarity of Instructions
For an experienced publisher, he knows every operation in
the news organ i zat i on. He may regard i r, struct ions as a kind of
supervisio n s w h i c h b y t h e i r n a t u. r e shall b e a. s e a p 1 i l i t as
possible (Bower 1967),
H16. In ro u t i n e a. n d n c n- r o u. t i r. e s i t u. alio n s, pub 1 she r s
with editorial experience give more explicit




EXPERIENCE AND CLARITY OF
INSTRUCTIONS IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS
Perceived Publisher 's bditoria1 Experience
Yes No
( n~ 6 2)( n=25)
Explicit 82.3% 60%
C1ar1ty of
Inst ruc t ion (51) (15)
Implicit 17.7% 40%
(11) (10)
Chi square=3.68; df=l P0.05; N.S.
In routine situatio n s, T a ble 25a shows that 82.3% of
editors perceive an experienced pub1 isher to give explicit
instructions. For publishers with no editorial experience, 60%
of the editors perceive them to give explicit instructions. The
findings show that an experienced publisher is more likely to
give explicit instructions th ca n I an inexperienced pub Iisher.
Table 25b
PERCEIVED. FUEL ISHER'3 EL ITORIAL
EXPERIENCE AMD CLARITY OF
INSTRUCTIONS IN NON-ROUITNE SITUATIONS
P 0 r c e i v e d Pub 1 is h e r' s E d i. t r i a I E x p e r i ence
{ €r' S 1'iO
( n— 6 2){ r-- .2 2)
Exp 1 ici t 90.3% 73,9%
Clarity of
Instruction (56) ii7'
I nip 1 i l 11 9.% j— to• 1«
{ to)( to)
Chi square=2. 49 j df= i? P0.05; N.S,
In non-routine situations, Table 25b' shows that nine out of¬
ten editors, who perceive the publisher as having editorial
experience, say that their- publishers give explicit
instructions. Among editors who perceive their publishers to
have no editorial experience, 73-9% say their publishers give
explicit instructions.
H16 is rejected. Although publishers with editorial
experience are more used to giving explicit instructions to
editors in non-routine situations, publishers without editorial
experience also have a very high r ate toe. It seems to suggest
that publishers of commercial Chinese'- language newspapers are
used to giving explicit instruc tio n s whether t hey ha ve or hav e
not edit, oria 1 experience. As long as they are the f i n a 1
authority in the news organizations, lacking editorial
experience will not be a hurdle to prevent them from exercising
it-
IV. PERCEIVED PUBLISHER’S EDITORIAL EXPERIENCE AMD 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES
A, Perceived Publisher Activity
I
Lut harts <1977) suggests , that the top executive’s activity 
is constrained by organ i zat ional structure. Publishers in flat 
organizational structures have to manage directly more 
subordinates .than tbose in ta1 1 st ructu res. 1 nere fore,
pub 1 i sher's will be pence i ved by ed i t o r s t o have n i gher t requency 
of activity in flat structures in cornparison with those in tall 
structures . If an experienced publisher is hypothesized to 
have higher activity in editorial decisions, he will naturally 
have much higher1 activity in flat str u c t u res than in 1
structures.
H17. In routine and non-routine situations, publishers
with editorial experience will have higher frequency 
of activity in the flat structure than in the tall 
structure.
t
T e!. b 1 c b 6 c.
PERCEIVED PUBLISHER'S EDITORIAL ESPERIENCE
AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES BY PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN ROUTINE SITUATIONS




Editorial E x p erience Yes Nc Ye5 No
Perce i ved H i gh 60, 9%. 53, 8% 55% 84. 6%
Pub 1isher
Activity (14) (7) (22) (11)
Low 39.1% 46.2% 45% i5.4%
(?) (6) (18) (2)
Chi square=0.00j Chi square=2.51;
d-f= 1; p0. 05; M.S. dt= i; P)0.C5; N.s.
In routine situations, Table 26a shews a moderate
difference in tall sturcture betwean editors whb perceive the1r
publishers to have editorial experience and editors who perceive
their publishers to have no editorial experience. However, in
flat structures, editors who perceive their publishers with no
editorial experience are more likely to perceive high frequency
of publisher activity (85%)» Only 15.4% of t hern perceive low
frequency of publisher activity. In tall structures, the
difference of perceiving high frequency of publisher activity
between experienced and inexperienced publishers is small. The
difference is 7.1%.
Table 26b
PERCEIVEB PUBLISHER'S EDITOR IAL EXPER1ENCE
AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE BY PERCEIVED
PUBLISHER ACTIVITY IN NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS
0 rg V-' ri i z a. t i o n 3 1 o t r la c t a i e
Tall Fiat
( r.= 3 5)( n= 53)
Perceived Publisher's
Publisher Ex per 1 £Ti C G j 8 5 Nc c'S j'ip
Perceived High 87% 6w.7% 87.5% 92.3%
Pub 1isher
Activity (20) (S) (.35) (12)
Low 13% 33,3% 12,5% 7.7%
13) (4; 15) (1)
Chi squar e- 0.95; Chi square-0.0
d f= 1; P0.05? N.S. df= 1j P0.055 N,S.
In non-routine situations, publishers, whether perceived as
having experience or no experience in editorial matters, are
perceived to have high frequency of activity in tall and flat
structures. An experienced publisher, as perceived by editors,
has a steady high frequency of ac tivity in both s t rue tares. For
inexperienced publishers, they are perceived by editors in great
proportion 192.3%) to h a v e h igh frequency of activity in flat
structures, whereas only 66.7% of editors perceive them to have
high frequency of activity in tall siruciures.
Hypothesis 17 is rejected. Organizational structure has
' no intervening effect between perceived publishers' editorial
experience and perceived publisher activity.
B.  C l a r i t y  o f  I n s t r u c t  i o n s
The  f l a t  o r g a n i z a t i o n a l  structure provides- a good 
o p p o r t u n i t y  for editors to perceive explicit instructions from 
the publisher. With fewer supervisor/ l e v i *> •- h <=• 1 1D -
s t r u c t u r e ,  the publisher with editorial experience car have more 
c h a n c e s  to i n s t r u c t  editors face-to-face and give more explicit 
i n s t r u c t i o n s .  In a t a l l  s t r u c t u r e ,  w hi e t h e r t h e p u b 1 i s h e r h as 
e d i t o r i a l  experience or not, the many surer u s d ? - * eve * s v.oul  ^
be  a hindrance to his attempts to reach each editor. As assumed 
in Hypothesis 17 that organizational structures have intervening 
e f f e c t  on perceived publisher’s editonr-I experience and 
p e r c e i v e d  publisher activity, it tests if it. is applicable to 
t h e  clarity of instructions or not.
H18. In routine and non-routine situations, publishers 
with editorial e x p e r i e n c e  are perceived to give 
more explicit instructions in flat structures 




PERCEIVED PUBLISHER'S EDITORIAL EXPERIENCE AND
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE BY CLARITY OF





Editorial Experience Yes No Yes No
Exp1 icit 91.3% 53,3% 76.9% 66,7%
Clarity of
Instruction (21) (7) (30) (8)
Implicit 3.7% 46.2% 23,1% 33. 3%
(2) (6) (9) (4)
Chi square=4.74; Chi square=0.11 J
df= 1; P0.05; M.S. df= i; P0.05; M.S.
In routine situations, Table 27a shows that the Chi-square-
value and level of significance would be good enough to retain
the hypothesis in tall structures if all the cell numbers
exceeded five. However, the trend is so clear that the publisher
with editorial experience will give more explicit instructions
than an inexperienced publisher. Moreover, editors perceive an
experienced publisher to give more explicit instructions in tall
structures (91.3%) than in flat structure (76.9%). The
difference is 14.4%. The publisher perceived as inexperieneed by
editors shows contrary performance. Just over half of the
editors (53.3%) perceive their publishers give explicit
i nst rue t i oris in tall structures while in flat structures, 66.7%
of them perceive their publishers tc give explicit i riBtructions
In general5 publishers with editorial experience give more
explicit instructions than publishers with no editorial
experience in both tall and flat struct.res,
Table 27b
PERCEIVED PUBLISHER'S EDITORIAL EXPERIENCE AND
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES BV CLARITY OF
INSTRUCT 10 N S I N N CM- R 0 U TIN E SIT' U A T 10 N S
0 r q a n i z a t i c'' a 1£ t r u c t u r e s
Tall Flat
(n= 3 4) (n-51)
Perceived Publisher's
Editorial Experience Yes No Yes Nc
Exp licit 86. 4% 75% 92. 5% 72. 7%
Clarity of
Instruction (19) (9) (37) (8)
Implicit i3.6% 23% 7.5% 27.3%
Chi s cjus.re --0. 12? Chi s pu. ar e~ 1. 62 J
d f= 1: P 0.05:N.S. df~ 1; P0.05: N.S.
Table 27b shows that in non-routi i: situations, editors
perceive experienced publishers to give more exp1icit
instructions in both tall structures (36.4%) and flat structures
(92.5%) than publishers with no editorial experience (75% and
72.7% respectively). As perceived by editors, an experienced
publisher gives slightly more explicit instructions in flat
r
structure than in tall structures. The difference is only 6.1%.
On the contrary, an inexperienced publisher gives slightly less
explicit instructions in fiat structures than in tall
structures. The difference is 2.3%.
HI 8 cannot be verified. Organizational structure is found
to have no intervening effect between the perceived publisher's.
editorial experience and the clarity a- instructions. An
experienced publisher tends to give more explicit instructions
in flat structure than those in tall structure only under
non-rout i ne situations. In re u t i n e sit u a t i o n s, a. r. e x p e r i e n c e d
publisher will give more explicit instructions in tall structure
than in flat structures.
c h a p •- s r  y
• CONCLUSION AND* DISCUSSION
This study has D" ntativeIy identified the patterns of 
p ub lish e r s ’ as t i v i t i e s and pub 1 i s h e r s ’ i n v c 1 v erne n ts in dec i d i  n g 
v ar 1 ous c o n t e r. t s o f  n a w s . I t  h as also f o u. n d t h a t pub 1 i s h er-’s 
activities are in general mere frequent in non-routine 
situations than routine situations and these activities seem to 
be more explicit in non- routi ne situations as well. However, it 
has failed to find statistical significance between perceived 
publishers’ activities and editors’ occupational roles, 
socialization in organization and editors’ assessment of 
publisher, which have all previously been asserted by 
researchers to have certain kind of relationships. The following 
pages will summarize the major findings and discuss their 
i mp1ications.
I. CONCLUSION
A. Publishers’ Involvements in Contents of News
Publishers of commercial Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong 
as perceived by editors, are highly involved in contents of news 
offending advertisers, contradictory to their views on 
politics, or harmful to their related business and relatives.
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Contents concerning g sneral features, social welfare, criticism 
of politicians and government are less likely to draw 
publishers’ involvements. From the data of this study, 
publishers of commercial Chinese newspapers in Hang Kong can be . 
tentatively described as commercia11y , politically and 
self-oriented. They are commercially~oriented because they are 
mere c c n c e r n e d w 11 h c o n t e n t s r e 1 a i e d t o i h e r e v enues o f their 
newspapers. They are po1iticaliy-ori en t ed, because they are 
keen to keep the political views of contents in line with their 
own. They are self-orientated, for they are concerned con tents 
with which may damage their personal interests.
B. Patterns of Publishers’ Activities
This study has found distinctively different publishers’ 
activities in routine and non-routine situations. In 
non-routine situations, perceived publisher activity is much 
higher and publisher’s i nstract ions are perceived to be 
given much more explicitly. Moreover, publishers’ activities 
can be classified into two types: situational and consistent.
The situational type refers to those publisher activities, both 
their frequency and their clarity of instructions, perceived to 
be changing according to different situations. In general, 
publishers perceived- as less frequent or less explicit in their 
i rist rue t i on s’ in routine situations are perceived to have become
' r
more frequent and more explicit in non-routine situations. On 
the other hand, the consistent type of publishers refers to
fif'd" ' ' 107 ' ■ ‘
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those publisher activities, both their frequency and their-
clarity of instructions, perceived to be consistent in both
routine and non-rcutine situations.
C. Editors' Occupational Roles, Socialization in Organization
and Assessment of Publisher with Publishers' Activities
1. Editors' positions and career orientations do not appear
to have any re 1 ationship with per ceived pub 1ishers
activities. This study learns that junior editors are more
likely to perceive higher frequency of publisher activity in
both routine and non-routine situations. On clarity of
instructions, senior editors are more likely to perceive
explicit instructions in routine situations. In non-routine
situtaions, both senior and junior editors perceive explicit
instructions alike. On the other hand, professionally-oriented
editors are highly likely to perceive higher frequency of
publisher activities in routine situations. And all three types
of editors, professionally- oriented, interest-oriented and
job-oriented, similarly perceive i r non-rout i r.e situations
higher frequency of pufclisher activi1y and explicit
in s t ructions.
2. The fin din g s shew t hat there is no relationship of
editors' socialization in organization fith the perceies
publishers' activities. Editors, with different 1engths of
service, have similarly perceived higher frequency of publisher-
activity and explicit instructions in non-routine situations
than in routine situations. And editors' media experience does
not cause the editors to perceive higher frequency of publisher
activity or more explicit instructions
3. All three aspects of editors' assessment of their
publishers, esteem held for publisher, political congruence with
publisher and perceived publisher's editerial experiense, are
not related to the perceived publishers' activities, Editors,
whether they have high or low esteem for publisher, have similar-
higher frequency of perceived publisher activity in routine and
non-routine situations. However, high esteem holders are more
likely to perceive explicit instructions than low esteem holders
both in routine and non-routine situations. On the other hand,
editors whose political views are closer to those of the
publisher's are more likely to perceive higher frequency of
publisher activity and explicit instructions in routine and
non-routine situations. Publishers who have editorial experience
are perceived to be less active in editerial decisions in
routine situations, b ut mcre 1nv1ved in non-rou tine situat ions.
As far as c1arity of instructions is concerned, experisnced as
well as inexperienced publishers are perceived to give explicit
instructions in routine and non-routine situations
D. Organizatiera 1 Structures, Editors' Media. Experience and
Publihsers' Activities
There is no intervening effect of organizatienal structures
between editors' position and publishers' activities, Neither
is there any intervening effect between perceived publisher's
editorial experience and publishers' activities. However, the
percentages of perceiving high frequency of publisher activity
and more explicit instructions are much higher in flat
structures than in tall structures.
Again, editors' media experience has no intervening effect
between editors' socialization and publisher's activites.
Although more media experience would be a benefit for
short-service editors that they may perceive higher frequency of
publisher activity and explicit instructions, for longer-service
editors, media experience does not seem to affect the perception
of publishers' activities.
II. DISCUSSION
This study has helped to shed some light on the problems
raised at the beginning of this thesis. It found that the
existence of different patterns of publishers' activities in
different contents of news. It also reveals that the editors'
occupational roles, editors' socialization in organization and
editors' assessment of publisher, are not related to perceive
publisher activity and perceived clarity of instructions given
by the publisher. However, two hypotheses testings gain
impressive results on Chi-square value and level of
significance, but one on tow cell numbers of the tables are
smaller than five, making the results too arbitrary. These cases
happened in testing the relations of ed i esteem for
publishers and -clarity of instruct inns (Tables 71a, 21b), the
intervening effects of organizational structures between 
perceived publisher’s editorial experience and clarity of 
instruction in routine situations (Table 27a.) . Bach show very 
clear trends* Editors holding high esteem for their publishers 
perceive more explicit i nstructions from tneir bosses in roueine 
and non-routine'si t u at i □ n s . And pub 1 i sher s , p e r c e i v e d to be 
experienced in editorial matters, will give more explicit 
instructions than those with no editor is1 experience in tall 
structures. This is because an experienced publisher is familiar 
with the operation of news gathering and processing. Tall 
structures do not cause barriers. He knows how to command and 
hence he can give more explicit instr u ct ions. For- ire >•. per i <=vn *_ e d 
publisher, explicit instructions would only unveil his ignorance 
of editorial matters.
A. Publishers’ Involvements in Deciding the Contents of News
This study has found that publishers’ are highly involved 
in contents concerning advert is e r s , publishers* political v i t* w s 
and business. These findings are consistent with those of 
Bowers’ study o f Am e r c i a n pub 1 is h e r s . B c w e r s ’ s t u d y f i nds that 
publishers are perceived to be more active in contents of news 
concerning newspapers’ revenue. The protection of one’s
* r
advertising revenue appears to be more important than the 
consideration of professional codes in the U . . and in Hong
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Kong. News organi zat ions, by j ournali s 1 1 c conven c1 cns, have he 
responsibi1ity to monitor government affaire ana to protect the 
interest of the public at large. But' as a commarc i al 
enterprise, news organization has to pur sue ics own interests 
and fulfil its organizational; goals first ' T u n s t a 1 1 1971) ,
resulting in that the publisher’s personal interest will always 
be piaced before the public’s i n t er e e ts- In c tK e r words, the 
public’s interests can on 1 y be safegu ar d ed so long as they are 
not in conflict with the publisher’s niter sets. Publishers of 
commercial Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong show no significant 
participation in editorial decisions which concern their 
personal or relative’s business. This is because most of these 
publishers do not have other bus i nesses than publishing their 
newspapers. However, if a newspaper publisher does have other 
interests, he or' she wou 1 d be percei vsd eg c are about them too. 
For instance, Sing Tao Jih Pao’s related business inculdes 
medical services, photo-developing, and tourism. Its publisher 
is thus perceived to have greater frequency of publisher- 
activity in the personal- and relatives i nterests-related 
contents than other publishers.
In the United S t a t e s ,  Bowers (1967) found that publishers 
are primarily concerned with local news followed by national 
news and international news. In Donohue, T ichenor a n d illen s 
'r (1972) study, it is found that publishers have the intention to 
relieve community tension. , In the case of Hong Kong, which is 
an international city, with Taiwan’s Nationalist interests on 
the one hand and mainland China’s influence on the other,
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pub 1ishers srs rnor e w3.r y o 1 0xpr00s .1 ng y o i i_ i c a 1 v i swsi• i? 1 o;»t Gt
the pub 1 i shers of cornrnerc i a 1 Chi nes© newspaper 3 p©n 1 y dec 1 are
their neutral stands in politics involving Beljing-Taipei'
conflicts. The i r rnain. conr:ern i s nct to be i nvoI ved in the
ideological propaganda war across the Taiwan Strait. This
perhaps exp 1 a i ns why pub 1 i sher s ar e per c e i ved to be rr.ure
frequenct1y involved in making decisions concerning political
news so as to maintain a mare neutral or independent stand.
B. Patterns of Publishers' Activities
Through this exploratory study, this researcher has- found
that there are two types of Hong Kong publishers in terms of the
ways they dea1 with editorial decisions in ccmmercia1 Ch1nese
language newspapers, vi 2. the situat i ona 1 arid consisten t
publishers. These situational'1 and consistent publishers are
equally present in either the tall or flat structures, as is
evidenced in the foilowi n g tab1e.
Table 23
PERCENTAGES OF CONSISTENT AND SITUATIONAL PUBLISHERS
IN TALL AND FLAT STRUCTURE BY FREQUENCY
OF PUBLISHER ACTIVITY AND CLARITY OF INSTRUCTIONS
T 1 y i er I- fI Jt, A. I 1 CM.
Pub 1is he r Consistent •44% 4 9%
Activity
Situation a1 56% 51%
100% 100%
r
Clarity of Consistent 70% 70%
Instruction
Situational 30% 3 0%
100% 100%
This suggests that the organ i zat i onal • structure of a
newspaper has little impact on a publisher’s activity in
editorial decision-m king. This understanding of the two types
\
of publishers also debunks the myth of editorial freedom. There 
are only a handful of publishers who will allow their editors a 
free hand that these media do have organizat 1 ona1 charts with 
tall or flat inclined to have greater involvement i r. edit or i a 1 
decisions. Findings show that even those publishers who do not 
participate in editorial decisions in routine situations will 
give instructions in non-routine situations.
C. Editors’ Occupational Roles and Publishers’ Activities 
This study shows that junior editors perceive greater- 
degree of publisher involvement, in editorial decisions than 
senior editors in routine and non-rout i ne si tuat ions t ana. in 
tall structures in both routine and non-routine situations.
These findings are all contradictory to the hypotheses at
the beginning of the study.
These phenomena may be a result of the junior editors’ 
perception having been distorted. Junior editor's may pen ceive 
some non-genuine publishers’ ac tivities, which are in fact 
performed by senior editors. This researcher’s and Harold 
Evans’ cases cited in Chapter 2 are good examples. In this 
researcher’s personal experience, the chief editor told hirn that
• r
the publisher had instructed that the news report on the banning 
of all cigarette advertising not published while in fact the
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publisher had never said such th i ngs. In London’s Sunday Times, 
Harold Evans was told not to support a po1 itical par ty becasue 
the publisher did not want to- But it. was actually the chief 
editor’s intention instead of the publisher’s. The purpose for . 
senior editors to use such tactics is obvious, as they do not 
want to be c ha 1 1 enged by their su.bor- d i nates on their decisions. 
Therefore, they use the publisher’s name as a shield to enhance 
their authority and to protect themselves. This is why junior 
editors perceive more publishers’ activities than senior editors 
in routine situations. Moreover, publishers’ activities, are so 
obvious in non-rout i ne situations that most editors can perceive 
high publishers’ activities regardless of their positions. As a 
result, the differences between senior and junior editors on 
perceiving publishers’ activities are minimal.
In examining the clarity of instreat ions given by the 
publisher, senior editors perceive more explicit instructions 
than junior editors in routine situations. In non-routine 
situations, both senior and junior editors perceive more or less 
the same degree of explicit, i nst rut ions. This phenomena may 
further suggest that when senior editors give i nstruet i ons in 
the name of the publishers, they would not convey them 
explicitly. They would hint to the junior editors that it was 
the publisher’s intention to do so, Therefore, junior editors 
'/• perceive more implicit instructions from publishers via senior 
editors. In non-routine situations, publishers may give more
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explicit instructions so that similar proportions of both
senior and junior editors perceive explicit instructions. This
researcher has also found that junior editors in tall structures
perceive more explicit instructions than senior editors. In
flat structures, the difference narrows. This finding seems to
indicate that senior editors' deceptive behaviour s are more
frequent in tall structures than in flat structures. As Lu.thans
(1977), Porter and Siegel (1965) have found junior positions in
tall structures have less chances to directly communicate with
the publisher, this provides an opportunity for the senior
editors tc give instructions in the name of the publisher. This
researcher believes that senior editors' 'deception behaviour'
is a problem in a sense of cornrnun i cat i on between publisher and
his subordinates in news organization. Further studies should be
made to explore the causes of such distortion, the effects of
the distortion ori editorial decisions, editors' morale, and its
relations with self-censorship.
On editors' career orientations, the professionally-
oriented editors show the highest level of awareness of the
publishers' activities in editorial decisions. This finding is
consistent with that of Cantor's finding. Cantor finds that
professionally-oriented producers are more reluctant to be
interferred. Although this study cannot establish a relationship
•r between career orientations and perceived publishers'
activities, the distribution of frequency of career orientations
is worth discussing. Among the 100 surveyed editors, only
eleven editors consider themselves protes siona 11 y oriented.
Most of the editors (65) regard themselves as interest-oriented
writer-editors. Twenty-two editors are job-oriented. This
means that the vast majority .of the editors (37) have very
little professional commitment. This lack of professionalism is
alarming. What if pressures are asserted upon these
non~professicnal1y editors? Are they sensitive enough about
their publishers' activities in editorial decision making? All
these auestions deserve further studies.
A5 mentioned in Chapter 2, a chief editor should know how
to avoid conflict with the publisher, and keep the trouble out
f the publisher's door. In so doing, a senior editor may
exercise a certain degree of se1f-censorship in order to avoid
the publisher's probable involvement in editorial decisions, I ri
other words, senior editors in their efforts to avoid publisher-
activity in editorial decision will make judgements which are
compatible with the publisher's. In this sense, the publisher
is actually controlling the editorial decision, although he can
still claim that he has given his editors a free hand. By doing
so, a publisher can avoid being accused of interferring with
editorial decisions. Se1f-censorship by senior editors can thus
be regarded as invisible control of the publisher. If a
publisher adepts this tactics, any explicit questions put
(nruirrl t n t h pd i t nr p h n ix t nub 1 i her Activity 121 1 1 not rewps 1
the whole picture. As this researcher has observed, some editors
claim that every editorial decision is made with their own
judgments. They may have overlooked the fact that such
judgments may be made in the publisher's shadow. This phenomenon
deserves close examination against the political backdrop during
Hong Kong's transition to become a truly self-governed Special
Administrative Region of China. In the past, most publishers of
the commercial Chinese newspapers claim that they are neutral in
China politics. New, they may be reconsidering their positions.
For those experienced edito r s, would they exercise self-
censorship in anticipation of what the publisher tells them to
do? The changes of an editorial stand may either reflect the
editor's scope of censorship or the level of ready-adaption of
the publisher's attitude. If this change of editorial stand is
accepted by readers at large, then the publisher may give a
go-ahead signal to the editor- concerned. If the change is
rejected by the readers, the publisher will interfere and bring
the changes to a halt. The changes of the editorial decisions
on the selection of girly photographs in. Ming Pao and the
selection of news items in Hong Kong Daily are two obvious and
convincing cases. Editor's self-censorship, again, can be
regarded as a rncst implicit control exercised by the publisher.
And, this, unfortunately, seems to be very much in line with the
control in the news room' hypothesis proposed by Breed more
than three decades ago.
D. Organizational Structures and Publishers' Activities
Most of the commercial Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong have
clear organizational charts to show editors' positions and
duties in the news organizations. These charts show two
ideal types of organization; tall structures and flat
structures.
Sociologists suggest that organizational structures have
certain effects on perceptions. A person usually can perceive
his supervisor's activity more frequently in flat structures
than in tall structures. But this study shows that the
organizational structures have no intervening effect on editors'
perceptions of publishers' activities regardless of their
positions and publisher's editorial background. Thus, the
hypotheses are not supported. This researcher ascribes such
phenomena to the lack of division of labour in newspapers. In
most newspapers, publishers usually do not authorize their chief
editors to make any editorial decision on important issues. Most
senior editors do not have separate offices. Their desks are
adjacent to other junior, editors'. When a publisher gives
instructions to the chief editor in the newsroom, he is in fact
wittingly or unwittingly letting instructions heard by other
junior editors who are nearby. When a senior editor is absent,
any junior editor can take up his job immediately. When a
junior editor is absent, the senior editor has to take up the
junior editor's job. On a publisher may simply go directly to
any editor or- journalist in the newsroom tc g w e  his 
instructions or views. All these daily operations blur the 
distinction between a tall structure f r om a -flat structure, thus 
eliminating the difference between the per-cep L i ons by sen i or and 
j uni or editors.
Publishers may use this st r ateg> as of ter, as possible tc 
prepare the sen i or editors p syc L o 1 og i c a 1 1 y that they w ill be 
by-passed. The oaf facts o F the constant by - passes are obvious:
a. staff will perceive the publisher- as the u 11 i mate authority,
b. senior editors will then find it f orrn i dab 1s to confront the
ipublisher’s authority in his activities on editor! a.! decisions. 
Conflicts between the publi sher and the senior editor nil 1 Ei E> a 
result be prevented. Pointing out. these effects is f  dr in ore 
significant than simply saying that sen i or and junior editors in 
a tall structure do not have any significant difference in their 
perceptions under the publisher’s constant bypass strategy. The 
effects of organizational structures on editorial decision­
making need to be further explored.
E. Editors’ Socialization and Publishers7 Activities 
1. Length of Service
The rejection of the Hypothesis ? of editers" socialization 
with the publishers’ activities shows that an editor's 
-r socialization is not related to the perception of high puolisher 
f  r e q u e n c y  or more - explicit publi sher instructions in editorial
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decisions. An editor's length of service inay net be a good
instrument to m e a s u re t h e d e g r e e c f s d c i a 1 i z a t ion,£ reed (1955)
mentions that there are several stages i n the social izatiori
process, but no specific period of time -is given for 'cub stage'
or 'wirinq-in stage'. However, for the purpose of analysis,
this survey defines 11 years or above as a dividing line for the
long and well socialized editors, and ten years or below as the
short and not yet socialized editors. Although the use of the
10-years of service as the dividing 1inr is based on the
knowledge gained in the pre-test and the distribution of the
frequency, it is still a 1i111e arbitary. This researcher
learns a lesson f r cm the re j action o f t he hy p athesi s 7 that an
editor's socia1;zation shall not be substituted by other
measurement. The extent of socia3ization car perhaps be obtained
from editor's se1f-eva1uation.
2. Editors' Media Experience
It is difficult, if not impossible, to distinguish who have
had more media experience and whc have not. Thi s sur vey defines
those who have served i n mare t han t.wo r,ews or gan i zat i ons as
h a v i ng mo r e rn ed i a e x p e r i e n c= I. s•. t h o s.: h c h a v e s e r v e d in t w o
or f ewer news or ga n i z a t i ons. 7 u ::1 d a f 1 n• t i on i s adcp t c d
according to •he pre- test and i r. t er v i ews. However, it is
d i f f 1 c u.! t t o t e 1 1 w h e t h e r o n e w 1; o h a. s s e r v e d i n to u r n e w s
r
organizations has more media experience than ore who has served
in three news organizations or less. It is this researcher's
suggest ion that editor's media experience shall be measured by a
compound of elements, including one's working experience in
journalistic field, his positions in news organizations, etc.
This deserves more thought.
F. Esteem Held for P u. b 1 i s h ere, Co n g r u a r. cs W i t i i t n e F u b i i s h e r 5 s
Pol i t i ca 1 Views and Pub 1 isher's EdiIorial Lxperience
Percei ved by Editor s and Pub 1 i si.er s Ac t i v i ties
In Chapter 7, the three hypotheses tested concerning esteem
which editor hoi d f or pub 1 i sher, ccngr uence w i t h t he pu.b i i sher' s
political views and per ce i ved pub 1 i sher s ed i tor- i ai exper i ence,
are not supported by the findings. These outcomes may be
attribute d to var i o u s r e a s o n s, w i1 i c h a. r s discussed as follows.
1. Esteem Held for Pub1isher
Interest i rg 1 y enou.qh, surveyed ed i tors ex.press the i r stands
evenly on high 5 respectful', low 'respectful' and 'no opinion'
categories. One thir d of s urv e ye d ea iters s ay t he y respect
their publishers, the other third express low respectful for
their publishers, the remaining one-third do not give their
stands or. this. S 1 r,c e 30% of edit c r s a.r e r e 1 uetan t to give
t h e i r views, it s e e rn s t h a. t t he e s t e e m q u e s t i q u m a. y be to o
sensitive to answer. This researcher suggests that direct
questions should be avoided. An indirect question would better
serve the purpose of eliciting editor's personal feelings toward
• r
the publisher. For instance, a respondent can be asked whether
or to what extent the publisher enjoys a respectful status in
the newsroom by the editors. He may be further asked whether he 
agrees with the other editors in the it assessment. By adopting 
such a strategy, this researcher believes a. respondent will be 
less hesitant in -filling out the quest i onnaire.
2. Congruence with the Publisher's Political views
The responses to the question u i' c o i i g i u e i s c e with the 
publisher’s political views are similar to t hose to the ''-esteem1 
q u est ion . S u r v e y e d e d i t a r s do n o t w i sh t o g i v e t h sir op i n ions.
This may be b ecau s e the editors are apol i t i c a I , a r t h e y da not
regard congruence with their publisher s political views an 
important concern as publishers of commercial newspapers have 
a. 1 r e a d y declared t h e i r n e u t r- a 1 p o 1 i i i c a 1 s i a n ds .
3, Perce ived Pub 1i sher 7 s Ed i tori a 1 Exper i ence
This stu.d y r ef u tes t he asser t i on i. n r esear c h 1 i t er ature 
that publisher’s editorial experience has something to do with 
the publisher’s activities. It bears an implication that 
editorial decision is similar in nature to a business - decision. 
The final decision-making lays on the (lands of the chief 
executive of a company. The profession of the executive does 
not count as long as he holds the author i tat i ve position. The 
situation in a newsppaer is exactly the same. The publisher has 
the authority to make final editorial decisions. He 
participates as often as possible and as often us be wishes even 




G. The Sensitivity of Clarity of Instroeticns
The t wo cif pendent vsriab1esin this 51u.dy ar 0 penceived
publisher activity and clarity of instructians, If is found
that the dependent variable of clarity of instructions is more
sensitive the:.n the perceived publisner activity particularly in
testing the editors' assessment, of publisher and publishers'
activities. In routine and non-routins situatiens, the
differences in parcelvinq high freguersy of pub1ishe r activity
by high esteem holders and low esteem holders are far less than
the differences in perceiving explicit instructions bhigh
esteem and low esteem holders.
In the aspect of congrue icaw1cn tne puc1isher' spolitical
views the differences of claritv of instruct ions in congruent
and not congru0ntca tegor1es are less than the cinferences of
perceived publisher activity. However, the difference of
experienced and inexperienced pub 1i3hens in clarity of
instructions is greater than the difference of the perceived
publisher activity. This phenomenon seems to sugges tc suggest that the
quantity data (frequency of perceived publisher activity) is
too difficult for surveyed editors to recall. It is difficult
because editors may not recall precisely'how often their
publishers participate in editorial decisions. While clarity of
instructions is a quality-type question, it is easier to be
•r recalled once an explicit instruction has indeed been given by
the publisher. For instance, if a publisher rolls up his
sleeves, comes straight to an editor's desk and orders him to
change a headline, that event will be r err.err.be r ed for years by
the editor.
Again if the channe1s which publishers give instractions
could be traced,- such data would be more helpful in elaborating
the data of clarity of i netriic t i ons. The pr esen t ava 1 1 ab 1 e
1 i terature i s concent r a.ted on f requ ency of pub 1 isher a.c t i v i ty or
limited in individual cases. A study which combine these two
would be an ideal approach to analysising publishers'
Af{- ivi t 1 pr,.
T h i s rosea r c h© r suggests t S t a t f u r t. h e r study o n t h i= topic
should be explored arid attention be given to quality data (e.g.
clarity cf instructions and channels) implemented by quantity
data (e.g. frequency of publisher activity). Case studies
concerning publisher activities seem a fruitful approach in
future research in this area.
NOTES
1. 'Editorial decision -rnak i nq' i n th 1 s s tudy r af ers to t he
following things to be decided: 1. the choice of the
contents of news, 2, types of stories assigned to whom, 3.
word i n C f I i tr 3, dlines, 4.• position of a story on a page, b.
1 ayout s, and 6. rna.11er s r e 1 a.ted to t he publication of a
rpwcn.snfr.
2. Seme media critics have aired the same views that certain
pub 1 is h ers of C h inese -co rn rn e r c i a 1 n e w s p ap e rs i n H o n g K o r« g h ave
sof t e n e d t h e i r st a nds t o w a. r d s C h i r. a. f w o of t h e p r a rn i ne n t
a r-1 i cles w e r e pr i n ted i r, S c u t h C h i r- s M o r n i n g P a s t, Decs rn b e r
14, 1935 and Asian Wall Street Journal, Jnauary 7, 1966.
3. This researcher was then an assistant to the publisher. The
events mentioned in this part are excerpted from this
researcher's diary,
4, This event was reported in oriental Daily, -July i, i 984 and
Ming Pso, June 8, 1934.
5, There are different versions on this event. The chief editor
explai ned in n i s newspaper x. h a t t h e c g 1 am nisi w a s leaving
that newspaper instead of being lined. But the columnist
gave a dif ferent accouni,
6, The Journalist (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Journalises Association,
October i934),
7. This researcher interviewed the 14 contact persons of the 14
Chinese commercial newspapers. Most of them did not admit
any publisher acitivity in editorial decisions. Instead,
they said that decisions were made by themselves,
8. It is this researcher1s observation and knowledge that
publishers of several Chinese commercial newspapers do adopt
different approaches to their editrs.
9, The following inf orwition was obtained from interviews.
Ming Pac launched a color page i r, 1984 with trie picture of a
y o u n g wo rr» a. n .0 v 0 r y d a y« F h e p u b 1 i s«. 0 d i ci n o r g i v e a n y
instructions to the editor on the criteria to. selecting the
pictures. But when complaints reached his ears that the
women in the color page we r »r.' t C5 O sexy and wore too little
clothing, h e o r d e r 0 d t h e e d i t o r to si o p t Si e practice. 1 n
the Hong Kong Daily case, the publisher told a news editor-
that he wished his newspaper to shift from the image of a
popu. 1 ar lower class peop 1 e newspaper ic 1friat of a newspaper
for elites. The news editor soon began to 'exercise self-
c e n s o r ship' b y p 1 a c i n g in u r d e r a n d r o b b e r y s t o r- i e s i n 1 e s s
p r orn i n e n t positio n s a n d hi g h 1 i g h 11 n g s t a r i e s w h 1 c h in i g h t
interest elitist readers.
i 0„ T h e i m p 3. c t a -f e d i t. o re' a. s s e s s m e r 11 a f t h sir p u. b 1 i s n e r s-
their esteem for the pub1ishers, thoir political congruence
w i t h t he pub lis her, a.n d t he i r per c e i v ed pub 1 i sher s'
editorial exper i ence- on f r eq. 1 nc c f pub i 3her ac t i v i t y
and clarity of instructions 1:3 summar i zed as foi lows to
contrast t he d i f f erer.ces:
Dependent
yariab1es 1ndpendenc. Var• iab1es
Pe rcsiv e d
Est©ein Cor?gri! ence f'ub 1 i shers
U i t h F u. b 1 isi.tr' s Ed i tor i al
P ol Itica1 V1ew s Ex perienc e
D i f f-
Dif f- Conq- Not Con- Dif f- V N erence
H i g h L o v; c r 0 n c 0 r u. e n t 3 u 0 n t e; 0 n c e
Routine
S i t u, a. 11 c n s
H i q h P e r c: e i v ed 62 21 9% 6 S 5 7 1 i% b 3 9 12%
Publisher
Activity
Explicit 92 57 35% 83 73 10% 32 60 22%
Instru c tion s
Non-routine
Situations
High Perceived 84 79 5% a9 '8 ii. x 3 7 80 7%
Pub 1isher
Activity
Explicit 98 62 36% VI 81 10% 9u 4 16%
Instructions
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APPENDIX I
ORGAMIZATIONAL STRUCTURES or 14 COMMERCIAL
CHINESE LANGUAGE NEWSPAPERS IN HONG KONG
Dep Dep Dep
Ch Ch Han Nan News News
Pub Ed Ed Ed Ed Ed Ed Eds Reps
Tall Oriental
Struct- Daily







St ru.c t- Journa1
u. r e s
















D a i 1 y
1. Publisher is abbreviated as Pub; Chief Editor as Ch Ed;
Deputy as Dep., Managing Editor as Man Ed; Editors as Eds
and Reporters as Reps.
2. -X- refers to the establishment of such editorial positions
in the corresponding news organization.
3. Data of Appendix 1 are provided by this researcher's 14
informants.
APPENDIX Z
RETURN RATES. OF QUESTIONNAIRES SENT TO THE 14 NEWSPAPERS
No. ot No. gf Question- Return
Newspapers Editors i,aires Returned Rate%
Economic Journal 3 3 100
Sinq Tao Jih Pao 15 13 87
Tin Tin Daily 15 13 So
Ming Pac Even i r«g News 10 8 80
Sing Tao Man Pao 9 S 67
Wah Kiu Man Pao S 4 o7
Ming Pao Daily 24 15 58
TheExpress II 55
Hong Kong Daily 22 7 41
Sing Pao 10 3 30
Wah Kiu Yat Pao 17 5 29
Oriental Daily 30- s:7
Centre Daily 12 Z 17
Financial Daily 7 1 14
Total 193 100 52
APPENDIX 3
MARKS USED ON QUESTIONNAIRES TO IDENTIFY THE NEWSPAPERS
The quest i arms, i res are printed ori f ho letter heal of THE SHINES!
UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG. Narks are n.ade i r, the first page on
the above letterhead to identify the non-paper t he individual
editor is associated with. The scheme cannot identify the
individual editor.
Mark on letter T refers to Oriential Daily.
Mark on letter H refers to Sing Tao Man Pao.
Mark on letter E refers to Sing Tao Jih Pao.
Mark on letter C refers to Ming Pao.
Mark on letter H refers to The Express.
Mark on letter I refers to Ming Pao Evening News.
Mark on letter N refers to Economic Journal.
Mark on letter E refers to Hong Kong Daily.
Mark on letter S refers to Centre Daily.
Mark on letter E refers to Financial Daily.
Mark on letter U refers to Sing Pao. (
Mark on letter nN refers to Wah Kiu Yat Pao.
Mark on letter I refers to Wah Kiu Man Pao.
Mark on letter V refers to Tin Tin Daily.
APPFMnTY 4
THE ORIGINAL QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX 5
THE GUEST IONKA I EE AND FREQUENCIES
T}1foil ow i H'j_ s 5. t!' 5,n5 1 s.t i on o f t 1 i0 original
q:j e 1.t i on i! s. i i e l n l ti0 l. fi i n0Sc i o.11gu.ug0» Ra.w
frequencies of responsoo arc 31 von after each
q u e s t 1 on a n u e a_ 1 c a t£• 3 o i y u i c a p o ti s s
I air, a. qr a da ate student of the j ournal i sir. and Mass
Communication Department, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.
T am writing a. graduate thesis, exploring publishers' activities
in editorial decision making. Kindly spare a few rr. inutes to
fill out this questionnaire and return it to me by mail or
through the person who distributed this questionnaire to you. As
this is a confidential que 51 i o r. r. a i r e, you r ar. o n yrn i t y will be
ensured. Thank you for your help. In case of any question,
please call me at 3-365225' off.) or 3 3di3845 ires. 1.
i f i o e r e 1 y,
t h e a n g Kwa. 1 —ye u. n g
i 9 S 5
Please read c a r e f u 1 1 y, rn a k e s u re that al 1 questions ere
answered. Per each row, tick one only.
1. In ROUTINE SITUATIONS, doss the publisher give his views
or opinions i.n editorial decisions?
a 1 w a. y s j.
DCC35 i onsl 1 y
seldom- 33
none£
2. In ROUTINE SITUATIONS, if the put!isher does give his
opinio n s, w hat hi n d o f h is op i;• ions halo n g to?
v e r- explicit 11
e xp1icit 61
i nip licit 9
very i rnp licit It
(rn issing 3 J
3. In ROUTINE SITUATIONS, which channel does the publisher use
to give his opinions?
told you d i r ec 11 y a. 1 wa.y s 16
'ce O i ill d. I Til so JO. x'
f e w 16
none 12
(m i s s i n g 29)





editorial conference always 10
few 10.
r. cne 1 0
(in i s s i n 3 41)
4. Ir. NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS, does the publisher give his






5. In NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS, if the publisher does give his
opinions, what kind of his opinions be1ong to?
very explicit 17
explicit 65
i rnp licit 5
very inip licit?
(mi55ing 4)
6. In NON-ROUTINE SITUATIONS, which channel does the publish©,
use to give his opinions?




(7,11 s s i n g•-_')
passed fro rn supGt v i au r a± w a. y s e cj
S O ii i=r•_ I iii fc:' S -_j
i 1 r| i_ G
-( in I 55 1 I l ;j jL G)
editorial conferent cr c;.] W Ow y O
e c i n a_ 1 rr. a a 1
few 17
none 1 'g
( m i ss 1:. 3 4.)
7. Are your pub 1 i she r' s pclitica 1 v i e w s eon 3 r u e n t w 11}'• y o u r s?
h i g h 1 y c o n g r u eri t 2 0
somewha.t c ngr u.en t 1 7
somewhat discrepant 28'
greatly discrepant 9
no op i niori 24
(missing 2)
8. In your mind, what do you think of your publisher?
hold hirr, in high esteem 7
hold him in esteem 43
hold him in low esteem 13
hold him in a very low esteem I
no opinion 34
(missing- 2)
9. How probably will the publisher give his opinions to the
following i t .e rn s?
A, Reports ccntrary to publisher's political views




do not know 9
(missing 9)





do net know 5
(missing 3)





do r. c t k ri o w 12
(missing- 12)
D. Reports disadvantageous to pub I si her 1s other
enterprises other than newspapers
highly probable 20
p robab1e 20
si i g h 11 y p robab 1 e 13
improbable 24
do not kno w 11
(missing 12)





do not know 5
(mis sin g 14)






do not know 14
(missing 12)
G, Reports criticizing t h e g a v a r r m e n t
h i gh 1 y prcbab I a i =4
P r jbd.b i c xL j-.
si ig h tIy probable 2i
improbable 27
u u: i u i t Li v
(missing i 9 J
H. General tea. t u. r e s
highly probable 9
probable 21
slightly p rabab1e i7
irnprobablee 30
do not know 10
(missing 13)
10. Which one of the four statements can best represent or
closely match the self-evaluation of your present job?
(choose one only)
just a job to make one's 1ivinq 16
a good opportunity to learn and to help
establish oneself in other fields in future 6
a career which fits one's personal interest 65
a profession which can fulfill one's ambitions 11
(missing 2




do not know ii





61 or above 8
13. Your education is at:
secondary level 24
pcst-secondary or un i vers i ty 5'5
ot hers: 0
(missing 1)







15. How many y ears have y ou bee n p r act i c i ng j gu r n a J. 1 sr.i?
16. How many years have you been with the present news
n K' n n n i -r rj f i
17. Your present position is.
chief ed i tcr d e p u. t y c h i e f e d: t o i
rr.an a g i n g ed i to r 1 3
n e w s e d i t c r d e p u. t y n e w s e d 11 c r 17
editorswires editors 36
editor s of r ar,ks ot her 1hai. t hc
above ones 3b
13. How long have you been in the present position:-
cr aL. MU
Once again, thank you for your assistance.
APPENDIX 6
CHANNELS WHICH PUBLISHERS ARE PERCEIVED TO










S i t li a t i o n 5
Routine Mon-Rontine
h i g h
1 ow
{ to i ss i ng)
h i 9 Si
1 o w
(rn i 55 i ng)
h i gh
1 ow
(rn i s sing)
6 6
15
19
A3
28
29
•Jo£D
T
41
63
14
23
4 5
20
3 5
26
7
4


